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Draft agreement by October 
Gas pipeline may speed native rights , settlemc,. 
The cash payment idea 
was first proposed by the 
~ational Energy Board 
(NEB), which recom- 
mended in the July report 
the government rejected, 
that $200 million be paid by' 
~e pipeline developers to 
the Canadian government 
for compensation. 
The• Alaska Highway 
pipeline inquiry, headed by 
Dean Kenneth Lysyk, 
suggested instead that at 
least that much be con-. 
tributed by developers as a 
heritage fund to be adminis- 
tered by and for Yukoner 
residents. 
The Ottawa government 
rejected a diversion 
proposed by the NEB and 
opted for the Alaska High- 
way route which was agreed 
upon by Prime Minister 
Trudeau and President 
Carter. 
Daniel Johnson, chairman 
of the Council of Yukon 
indians, has called for a 
seven-to-10-year delay on 
I I 
pipeline construction tc 
settle the Indian claims and 
implement he settlement. 
He has made no comment on 
MacEachen's propospl for 
an advance payment. 
However, the council is 
meeting this week in 
Whitehorse and some an- 
nouncement is expected 
from Johnson before the 
week is out. 
Naysmith was to leave for 
Whitehorse Tuesday for 
another session of 
negotiations and said he 
 /le, r
t h o p e s  that he, Johnson,~ Naysmith said in the er r  i t or i a I go v e interview and in the textof 
representatives and the his address to the Project 
other two negotiators, In. North group, that the Yukon 
dian spokesman Harry Indians have insisted they 
Allen and Joe Jacquot, can want their claim settled 
begin work on a specific before pipelfne work starts. 
draft agreement. 
He believes a start can be 
- ' - -~  made on a settlement by 
1981, the year pipeline 
construction is scheduled to 
begin, provided it is un- 
derstood that some aspects, 
such as participation in 
political and government 
structures, may have to 
wait fo more than 10 years. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, the Hazeltons, Stewart and the Nass 
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',There is no doubt that 
the pipeline decision has 
added to the complexity of 
our task," he said. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Dr. 
John Naysmith, the federal 
_mgotlator on Yukon Indian 
land claims, thinks the 
Alaska Highway gas 
pipeline deal can.speed the 
way to a claim settlement. 
Naysmith expressed 
cautious optimism in an 
~ .interview here Monday that 
me agreement in principle 
between Canada and [he 
United States on the pro- 
posed $10-billion pipeline 
project also provides an 
opportunity for a settlement 
that would be  un- 
precedented. 
The agreement in prin- 
clple must be ratified by 
Parliament and Congress. 
Naysmith, here to speak 
to the inter-church Project 
North group, said a draft 
agreement with the Indians 
could be reached by the end 
of October. 
He said that although the 
benefits of a pipeline to the 
Yukon appear to be greater 
than these to be derived 
from the Indian claim, the 
positive impact of a claim 
settlement will be much 
broader for the Indians and 
the community at large. 
Allan MacEachen, privy 
council president, said in 
Ottawa recently the federal 
government is considering 
giv'mg the Yukon Indians a 
cash pre-payment in ad- 
vance of the land claim set- 
tlement and before con- 
struction starts on the 
pipuUne. 
The pmpesod wood wasto 
Imrner, for MacGilis and 
Gibbs pole production plant 
• in Terrace has been vest- 
poned .another 30 days, 
aceormng to information 
received from the 
Poalution Control Board. 
• Marie Chapman, who 
lives at 2817 Hall, just a half 
block from the burner site, 
said she received a reply 
from the PCB in Victoria 
storing they .are still in. 
ves tigating the company's. 
application for theburner. 
H the application has been 
amdr ,  e opn ptuet  
would have begun the 
second week of September 
and the burner would have 
• been operating in 
November. 
• Chapman wrote to the 
PCB as "a resident of 25 
years, an,up to .date ~tax~ 
payer anaa concernen 
~.flzent" :"and her -ap '  
p l l~u~ Wi/~eeptbdai ~k 
legally recognized ob- 
jection. 
The borad also invieted 
her to send any additional 
~eramtion so it could be 
taken, into consideration 
before ~declaion isreached. 
OPP( ITION B Y RESIDENT 
Wood waste burner .- 
delayed by board 
"if the director decides "If this is such a great 
that a public hearing is idea for Terrace, why aren't 
necessary to obtain add- they telling anybody. Why 
tionai information or to the secrecy,"sheashed. 
resolve conflicting in, MacGills & Gibbs stated 
formation, will in their application to the 
notified," the ~r  Pollution Control Board that read. 
Chapman said her letter the burner would be a 
of ~-jection to the ~PCB "modified waste burner" 
stated she was opposed to anda' "smokeless waste 
the burner because of the fly wood incinerator."" 
ash, the numbers of hours of The newburncr would be 
burning and the level of controlled by "dampers, 
framing, all of which would blowers and other safety 
have cause pollution is the divices, 'according to 
town, particulariy the area company officials. The 
surrounding the MSG plant safety divisos would niake 
on Keith Avenue. sure that all the waste are 
Chapman said she is also burned in the incinerator. 
circulating apetition to stop The company use to-have 
the burner from going in and a beehive burner with only a 
has collected more than 50 screen to prevent smoke and 
names already, ashes from escaping, but- 
She approached the coucil this taken out" in 1972 
on the subject last month, because it no longer met 
.but h~.e b~ :been o action ' r  ~ polution ..control standards., 
from them;-slm,~dd.. , ~ Since,me old burner was 
.  earsagoi the 
nar oppmuon to me uurner, company, nas neen u'ucxmg 
Mrs. Chapman .questioned their wood wastes to a 
why MacGills & Gsbbs is not landfill sit near Old Romo. 
promoting the burner The company wants to 
themselves and only placed, discontiue this because ti is 
a small legal advertisement uneconomical and because 
announcing their intentions.j the landfill site is filled up. 
THF  RAPIDLY NORTHWEST 
Bomb radiation will 
travel down coast 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Radioactive debris from a 
C~inese nuclear test ex- 
osion will travel down the 
th American Pacific 
coast and then cut eastward 
to cross most of the United 
States, federal officials said 
'Tuesday. 
TheEn~ironmentel 
Protectio_~ Agency (EPA) 
said the debris would travel 
through the Pacific Nor- 
thwest of North America 
late Tu _esday and early to- 
day, and then curve east- 
ward near the California 
coast. The debris is ex- 
pected-to move rapidly- 
northeastward and reach 
the Great Lakes region 
Thursday and the East 
Coast on Friday, an EPA 
spokesman said. 
There is a possibility some 
of the radioactive material, 
will be caught in rainfall 
over the Pacific Northwest 
today, which might result in 
contamination of l~asture .
land in Washington, Oregon, 
most of Idaho and parts of 
northern California, the 
EPA said. 
Dr. William Rowe, EPA 
deputy assistant ad- 
ministrator for radiation 
programs, said pasture 
contamination is potentially 
critical because man can 
receive concentrations of 
radiation through milk. 
"Radioactive material 
could be deposited by 
rainout on grass .which fs 
eaten by cows and selec- 
tively concentrated in 
milk," Rowe said. 
STARTS SURVEILLANCE 
Next Monday, the EPA 
and the Food  and Drug 
Administration plan to 
activate their pasteurized 
milk surveillance network 
to e~ek milk for radiation. 
The EPA said it Picked the 
date because of the delay 
between the arrival of, 
fallout and the time it' 
reaches market milk. 
Officials said they cannot 
predict the .level's of 
radiation that might occur 
in the United States because 
of the .nuclear explosion 
Saturday in China. 
Similar Chinese ex- 
~lesions last year spread 
1 no  
throughout the United 
States and Canada. 
However, the radioactivity 
never reached levels con- 
sidered hazardous to 
humans, federal authorities 
said. 
The National Oe~nlc and 
Atmospheric Ad- 
ministration, which is 
tracking the contaminated 
air muss, says it is hundreds 
of miles wide and con -
eentrated between 30,000 
and 40,000 feet. 
The EPA said its 67 
r ad  
stations will teke daily 
measurements, con- 
centrating on fallout con- 
ditions in ground-level air. 
The Federal Aviation 
Administration has been 
advised of the location and 
route of the air mass; but no 
decision was reported on 
whether air traffic would he 
diverted around the cloud. 
Estimates as high as $250,000 were originally made for completion of the 
Terrace Child Development Centre which opened June 3 near Cassie Hall 
Elementary School. These local contractors did their work at modest 
prlees finishing the project for $118,000, slightly under their estimate. Left 
to right, Rick Lewis, of Telkwa Roofing, Hans Manthay, of Terrace H & H 
II 
Builders, Derek Hales of Hales Cabinets and Miilwork, John Palahlcky of 
Terrace Electric, Norm Schmidt of Aqua Plumbing, Les Annandale of 
Roseann Flooring and Manuel Da Silva, chairman of the building com. 
mittee who eo;.orTtlIna,ted the project. 
J 
Labor must become political 
,Government. will tinker after controls gone. 
VANCOUVER (CP) , 
Joe Morris, president of the 
Canadian Labor Congress, 
said Tuesday he foresees 
government meddling in 
collective bargaining, even 
after federal wage controls 
are lifted. 
Morris told a convention 
of the International 
Woodworkers of .America 
(IWA) that the introduction 
of anti-inflation board 
gt~edelines in 1975 marked 
e beginning of the end of 
wage negotiations as a 
process strictly between 
u~lon and management. 
response must be a tran- 
sformation from a collection 
of autonomous, independent 
unions to a cohesive and 
integrated political force 
with-power at the centre," 
be said. 
The move toward central- 
izaflon, Morris said, would 
be a gradual process 
responding to "less obvious, 
more sophisticated federal 
controls on the private and 
public sectors." 
He said in an interview 
that the move toward a 
more resourceful and 
unified congress would 
begin at the CLC's next 
convention i  Quebec City in 
April. 
Morris said delegates beefed-up CI:C research 
representing 2.3 million department, he said, in- 
umon members would be cluding new computer 
asked to endorse ablueprint facilities to keep closer 
for'the future of the CLC. watch on Canada's eco- 
Part of the plan is for a nomic performance. 
Drilling has little effect 
in 1972. T.G. Watmore of 
Imperial Oil and M.A. 
Fraker of F.F. Stanley and 
Co.. the monitoring firm, 
said in a ;joint presentation 
of a meeting of the 
Association of Consulting 
Engineers of Canada. 
Fraker and Watmoresaid 
between 4,00 and 6,00 white 
whales migrate to the 
estuary each summer to 
have theri calves. 
They said that minor 
differnces in whale 
distribution, o~erved along 
travel routes and in other 
areas occasionally used by 
the whales, have not been 
correlated with Imperial 
Oil's activities, except for 
cetain temporary instances. 
But hey alos admitted that 
the understanding of the 
whole impact of Imperial 
Oil's opertions on the White 
whales is "far from per- 
fect," although "we are 
constantly trying to improve 
our understanding." 
VANCOUVER CP- 
Imperial Off Ltd., Offshore 
Artic oil drilling has no 
detectable impact on whales 
or whale hunting in the 
Mackenzie River Esttuary, 
according to a report 
Monday on a white whale 
monitoring program sup- 
ported by the oil company. 
The basic whale 
distrubtion in the Mackeozie 
Estuary does not appeai" to 
have changed since the 










Cloudy, with a few 
sunny periods. 
• Unable to meet native people here 
Canada ashamed of Indians says touring Aborigine 
said he spoke to Boaner thesenator planned to cause By JIM POLING (CPA) conference, appear. Bonner, the only "I say.to the Canadian Indian Affairs Minister were paraded out like during a train trip to Ottawa a fu s. 
OTTAWA (CP) --Corn-' to be contrived, Jerome, Aborigine ever elected to people: Why are you Hugh Faulkner and some exhibits. 
mona Speaker James CPA president, said in an the Australian federal ashamed of your indigenous Indian employees of his Bonnet also said in the on Sunday. Meanwhile, Harry 
"He expressed entire Danlels, Native Council of Jerome criticized an interview. Parliament, said in an in. people?" Banner said-in the department. . interview that other satisfaction, quite strongly Canada president, heard 
Australian senator Tuesday . Delegates to the con- tervtew Monday he has not interview. "Are you trying Jerome told Bonner delegates, especially from 
for complaining that he has ferencewere invited months been. introduced to one to hide them?" during a closed session at countries with colored and never mentioned any reporte of Bonners remarks not met any native people 
d ~  7 official visit to ago to indicate their in. nativeperson during the The remarks touched off a the conference that majorities, shared his feel- problem." and visited him in his hotel 
• room Tuesday afternoon. terests while in Canada, CPA tour. He arrived in controversy that sent meetings with native people rags. This, plus the fact Bonner Also, the Austr lian l-Iigi~ 
Jerome added. Bonnet had Canada Aug. 28 and has ~ r e zi' n a g r o could have been arranged if But Jerome said he has did not mention his Commission was arranging 
The remarks by Senator not expressed any interest travelled across the country scurrying to smooth over., the senator had asked, not seen any indication of discontent to any members a~meeting with the National 
hereN'T' forB°nner'theCommanwealth an Aborigin  people.inmectingCanadlan native onatour 0rgonizedby the Arrangements were being Bonner said he did not want support for the senator's oftheAustrniiandelegation, I dian Brotherhood of- 
Parliamentary Association association, made to have Bonner meet to meet native people who remarks. The Speaker also led Jerome to suspect hat flcials. 
t)' ¢ 
i "  
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B.C. Tel 
Monopoly could mean abuse 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The British Columbia 
Telephone Company has a 
stranglehold on the 
.provincial telephonemarket 
that could giverise to abuse,. 
says a provincial .transport 
and •communicat ions 
department spokesman. • 
But "when asked at an  
inquir~ Monday to give a 
specific example of abuse, 
Harold Pal~e sa id -he  
couldn't prouuce one. 
Page, the department's 
director of communications 
system development and 
regulation, was testifying at 
a Restrictive Trade 
Practices Commission in. 
qluiry into competition i  the 
ecommunicationb 
equipment industr,~: in 
Canada, which is not subject 
to government regulation. 
The commission will try to 
determine if there is healthy 
competition in the com- 
panies' buying practices 
and whether the practices 
are in the public interest. 
Page said the B.C. 
overnment wants attention 
ected to the relationship 
between B.C. Tel and 
Automatic Electric Canada 
Ltd., a subsidiary . o( 
General Telephones and 
Electronics Corp., whicli is 
B.C. Tel's parent firm. 
PROFIT VARIES 
He said since Automatic 
Best in 
Electric is wholly owned by 
the GTE group, and B.C. Tel 
oMy 51 per cent owned by 
General, every dollar of 
profit earned by Automatic 
~s worth twice as muchto 
GTE as a dollar of profit 
earned by B.C. Tel. 
"The potential for abuse 
therefore exists in B.C. 
Telephone Co. purchasing 
from its affiliates." 
Page added it was the 
government's view that 
vertical integration between 
companies involved with 
providing monopoly utility 
services and then- suppliers 






VICTORIA (CP) - -  A 
survey of 500 randomly- 
selected Brit ish Columbia 
voters conducted by the 
Liberal party indicates the 
New Democratic Party[ 
leads the Social Credit party [
in popular suppo.rt at the [ 
provincial evel. I 
Joan Wallace,, chairman [ 
of the council of advisors to [ 
Liberal leader Gordon I
Gibson, said Tuesday in a 
news release that the NDP 
has 39.9 per cent support, 
the SocialCredit party has 
36.1 per cent, the Liberals 
13.5 per cent, and the 
Progressive Conservatives 
8.3 per cent. 
Alcan forecasts trong market 
the decade would catch up 
with or even exceed 
production capacity. In the 
western, world a 2.6 percent 
annual increase in capacity 
would come on stream to 
1980 while the demand 
growth was expected to be 
five to six percent per an- 
num. A further reason for 
Mr. Hale's optimism was 
the fact that the industry 
seemed to have learned to 
adjust inventory and 
production rates to match 
market conditions. 
Alcan's North American 
operations, taken as a 
whole, were performing 
well .and the company's 
Brazilian operation was 
continuing to prove a worth- 
while asset to the ~gr0up. 
The Japanese subsidiary 
should break even or .even 
contribute a small profit this 
year, representing a sub- 
Special to the HeraM 
MONTREAL - A con- 
tinning strong future for the 
aluminum industry was 
forecast by John H. Hale, 
financial executive vice- 
president of Alcan 
Aluminium Limited,  
speaking to the Winnipeg 
Society of Financial 
Analysts today. 
Mr. Hale reiterated the 
outlook for the industry was 
more encouraging than it 
had been in over 15 years, 
with margins, particularly 
at the smelter, attaining 
much healthier levels after 
a long period of costs rising 
faster than prices. 
"The outlook for the in- 
dustry for the next two to 
three years is good, once the 
remaining surplus in- 
ventory is used up. It is a 
difficuIt world we live in, but 
important U.K. and German 
operations. However the 
summer lull had created 
customer  inventory  
liquidation which would 
result in weak third quarter 
shipments. Signs of 
economic pick,up in the 
U.K. and possible govern- 
ment stimulation of the 
German economy could 
mean the low point in 
shipments had passed. 
The  company 's  
fabricating subsidiaries in 
Canada nd the U.S. had not 
enjoyed the same margin 
improvements as the 
smelters basically because 
fabricated product prices 
had not increased as fast as 
ingot prices• In Canada 
price controls and a 
generally sluggish economy 
had stood in. the way of 
adequate profits. 
Mr. Hale said that while 
Alean still believed a world 
shipment growth in 1977. of 
seven percent'was feasible 
for the industry.asl a.Whole, 
the company's • own Ship- 
ments would, not quite, meet 
that growth" th~' yeur. 
However, Alcan's Canad ian  , 
, .  ' ,  . ' .  . • • 
• . . . 
I think one can say that stantial improvement over 
given a reasonably the past two years. 
favourable, background, i In Europe Alcan's 
Alcan is .in a'. very.strong." profitability had remained 
nceition", he-s~d" ." :" : " satisfactory. The 12month 
" The iin~oved, outl.o0k was/period ending in the second 
due to increased worid, quarter had seen good 
dema'ndwhichby.the'e~l,of', earnings from both Alean's 
• ' : . ' . .  ' " : : . :  , : . i " : . " '  . '  . . . .  ' / 
• ". ';" ".. :'." .. .-.. .' ,, ~ ' . . 
smelters were working at 95 
percent capacity. 
Referring to Alcan's 
expenditure plans .Mr. Hale 
said .that the capital ex- 
penditures for 1977 would be 
$250 million' rather than the 
earlier projected . $300 
million,. The figure did not 
include purchase of the 
Revere  Scot tsboro ,  
Alabama, plant for .which 
Alcan has still to obtain U.S. 
anti-trust approval• 
MLAs may be pardoned by 
retroactive leg !uslation 
VANCOUVER (CP) 
The Sun says in a story from 
Victoria the provincial 
OVernment is preparing 
gislat!on which. ~vould 
retreacuve=y aoso|ve five 
MLAs said to have violated 
the Constitution Act by 
accepting money from the 
government. 
The newspaper says it 
learned from reliable Acting Premier Grace 
sources that the bill may be McCarthy declined to 
introduced later this week, comment. 
although there are some Opposition leader Dave 
who want it delayed untfl the Bar re t t  said any such 
house reconvenes, probably legislation would show. the 
early in January. Social Credit government 
Attorney-General Garde has no res~ct for the law. 
Gardom, who would likely At issue m the possibility 
introduce such a bill, said he that four Social Credit 
could not comment on MLAs,.. .tnelumng two receiving public funds for 
legislation the government cabinet members; along any service or, work, 
is planning to introduce, with .:,p.r0g/esSice Cbn-. ~re.c.tly or ind!rectly, is 
"But as .I've said .in. the • s'ervati've:",.leader • ScOtt eli$1.me t,o_ s it .  in the 
~,=~,=,  "maY:' "-have ae- - leg is lature .  t'enahies can past, we have aConstitution . . . . . . . .  ,: . ,.....-_ • . • 
Act that was meant to do the cepte4, g0vernntent .funds run.as high as ~00 a, day for 
• =,' v f ie  sittin m the sacn nay me indiviaual held job of Elizabeth the First illeDall,'w~ g . . . .  , 
• and here we have it. doing legislature." :" ,. =ca~. 
the same job with Elizabeth ~he Social. Credit mere- ' Wallace launched his own 
the Second, Gardom said in bers are • •Agriculture testcaselast month with the 
an interview. Minister Jim Hewitt, 
Recreation Minister Sam 
Krishnas not 
di,,;zurbing peace 
Lowrie, Mahidbara Dasa, 
Stewart Mark Grant, John 
Battey, Bush, Dennis Erie 
Law, "Eric Martin Larson 
and Dennis Allen Mainiert, 
all of Vancouver. 
He said he accepted 
evidence of the "peaceful 
nature" of the gathering and 
added the religious group 
could not be blamed for 
crowds the police had at- 
Iraeted. 
Baw~i and MLAs George 
Kerster and Len Bawtree• 
NDP CHARGES 
The .first three .were ac- 
cused in. July.bythe New 
Democratic Par ty  of 
violating the act by ac- 
cepting reimbursement of 
expenses. incurred while 
they sat.on aspecial internal 
housing com.mittee set up 
last year by mumeipm 
Mfairs Minister Hugh 
Curtis. 
Wallace and Bawtree then 
came forward and said they 
may have unknowingly 
violated the act. 
The Constitution Act 
states that no person 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
~rovincial court judge ruled 
onday that eight members 
of the International Society 
for Krislma Consciousness 
did not create a disturbance 
by chanting last 
• Thanksgiving Day in 
Stanley Park here. 
Charged with creating a 
disturbance were Peter 
George Chatterton, society 
president, and Mark 
New Business's 
B.C. Supreme Court. He 
said in an interview Monday 
that his lawyer and a 
government lawyer still 
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we're part of YOU r conunu ty. 
Now, more. than ever, 
• • . . ,~ ,  
$ 
~; .  . "  . .  • . 
j ) 
We're the British Columbia Government 
Employees Onion - -  the "Onion that works for 
B.C" , -  and we've now set up our own office, 
right here in town. 
The idea is to improve service to the 
B.C.G.E.O. members living and working here. 
But we believe this office will also help us 
reach another goal - -  increased involvement 
in community activities. Our facilities, staff and 
elected members of the. Area Councils are 
prepared to assist in many worthwhile 
community projects, such as: , 
Legal aidfinfor~ati0n services, • 
Consumer  g ~OU ~l '  . H~[~,ppe. .d  I groups, 
Women S groups l  N~i t iVe /mlh0f i ty .g r0ups ,  
Env i ronmenta l  groul~s." : . i  .::,:::!.i : . "  ' 
we Work here:We live here; we want to 
be involve 
~:'L" 
, . , .  . , ,  
. "~. .%.  
The Union thatworks for. B,C. 
FOR INFORMATION • 
IN TERRAO|, OALL  §-9126 
a 
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School Board briefs 
Memorial scholarship fund 
A scholarship find will be 
set up in tributeto the late 
John Basttn, former prin- 
'cipal of Caledonia School. 
School board vote at 
Monday's meeting to assist 
in a committe which will he 
formed to administer the 
fund. 
The committe will also 
investigate he possibility of 
forming a John Bastin 
foundation to administer 
scholarships and bursaries 
to school students within the 
district. 
The foundation • would 
make it possible for in- 
dividuals to contribute in 
small amom,ts rather than 
putt~g up a full scholarship, 
and would make such 
contributions tax decuc. 
tible, the board was told. 
A new program to in- 
troduce retarded youngsters 
to aoedmeies has been set 
up at Parlmide school. 
The protected Kin- 
dergartonhas two teachers, 
an aid and a child care 
worker to supervise the six 
youngsters from the Child 
Development Centre who 
spend a half day in the 
regualr school. 
Each youngster has his 
own individual program and 
the aim of the class is to 
introduce the youngsters to 
the school system so they 
can continue learning as 
they progress in the 
development. 
Derek Goffart, a teacher 
at Parkside who spoke to the 
school board on the program 
at this week's meeting, was 
enthusiastic about -the 
Kindergarten. 
"To see there is a need for 
this kind ofclass, you only 
have to see the children's 
faces when they come to 
school in the merning,"he 
said. 
Musical students will now 
have to pay a fee for use of 
school owned instruments. 
School board members 
voted to apply a $20 main- 
tenance fee for the first time 
since the introduction of the 
band program in ! coal 
scholis. The fee would go 
toward maintenance of the 
musical instruments, ome 
of which are valued as high 
as $2,000. 
Telk wa gives 
school shows 
Miners walk 
off the job 
Mine manager John 
Knapp said there was no one 
on the bus at its regular 
departure tifhe so it had to 
leave for the mine to pick up 
the afternoon shift. 
The 320 workers recently 
rejected what the company 
had called its final offer and 
since then, Ken Albertini 
has been apointed to 
mediate the dispute. 
Alher tini said he will be con- 
taeting the two parties this 
week. 
Mine manager John 
Knapp said the work 
stoppage was illegal 
became a mediator had 
been appointed. 
Scott said the union did 
not know until Tuesday 
morning that a mediator 
had been appointed, but said 
the news would not change 
-the situation, because., . the 
company was, responsble foi" 
the dispute. 
The union was to hold a 
membership meeting 
Tuesday night to decide 
further action. 
FKACHt,AND, B.C. (CP) 
- -More  than 300 members 
of the United Steelworkers 
of America were off the job 
Tuesday at Noranda Mines 
Ltd. operations near here in 
the Okanagan Valley. 
The company asked the 
workers at Brenda Mines, 
who had been off the job 
since midnight Monday,, t) 
return to their jobs, 
claiming the work stoppage 
was illegal. 
However, a union 
spokesman said that i f  
management did not stop 
pushing" the miners, they 
would not return to their 
jobs. 
Union spokesman Ron 
Scott called a letter sent by 
Noranda to the workers 
threate "rang and he wants it 
retracted, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• Scott said the dispute... 
began Monday night when 
the overnight shift was 
prevented from boarding a 
bus for transportation to the 
mme.  
Last year repair bills 
amounted to more than 
$1,600. 
A public meeting will be 
held for parents of students 
using buses to get to and 
from school on October 12 at 
7:30 p.m. in the Caledonia 
lecture theatre. 
This will be a chance for 
parents to air any complaint 
or discuss problems arising 
out of the busing situation, 
Herald staff 
District schools will be able to enjoy environmental 
presentations bymembers Of the Telkwa Foundation 
under a community education project called Habitat 
North. 
School board approved the project, a major pa~t of' 
which will be offering environmental education to 
science and social studies classes in schools between 
Burns Lake and Prince Rupert and in the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. 
Guest lecturers, slide shows, films and resource 
materials on environmental subjects will be offered 
b~, the Telkwa Foundation, a private non-profit en- 
wronmental wareness group. 
Areas will include general ecology, plant ecology, 
ener~ for human consumption, forestry, fishery and 
wilmue management and the flora and fauna of the 
northwest. 
frThe group will present programs ranging in length 
am a one hour presentation to a week-long workshop 
on these subjects or will provide an extended course 
with field trips on theory and principles of ecology. 
By unemployables 
Positive feedback 
Art program to continue 
Herald staff 
An Indian art program in 
Hazelton-Kitwanga area 
schools will be continued 
this year at a cost of about 
$12,000 with board approval 
at this week's meeting. 
The board voted to rehire 
art teacher Victor Mowat 
for the nine-month program 
which was taught for the 
first time last year. 
The district had split the 
$12,500 cost for salary and 
materials with the seven 
hand councils inthat area 
last ~esr but have not yet 
recewed word that the 
councils are willing to 
support the program again. 
Dmtrict superintendent 
Frank Hamilton described 
the program as "valuable" 
and said it received ".lot of 
Farm may get facelift 
Hart Farm will be given a 
face lift under a proposed 
youth rehabilitation p/'oject 
approved in principle by 
Terrace shcool board this 
week. 
The Skeena Youth Work 
Incentive Program is 
currently being organized to 
upgrade Hart Farm, a 
recreation facility used 
extensively b~. the school 
district, while teaching 
work skills to young people. 
Sponsored by the Com- 
munity Services Society and 
orgamzed by a group of 
probation, social work, 
human resources and 
education people, the 
society has applied to the 
federal government for a 
Canada Works grant to 
cover wages and work 
materials. 
The program's two main 
objectives, according to a 
prepared outline, are  
providing "disadvantaged, 
presently unemployable 
youth (ages 15 to 17) with 
attitudes, work habits and 
marketable skills essential 
to employment in the 
private sector," and 
p i~0vid ing "essent ia l  
maintenance,  repa i r ,  
facility improvements, and 
upgrading of the only major 
wilderness recreational site 
in the Skeena area 
designated for public use." 
Hart Farm, about 15 miles 
north of Terrace off the 
Nass Road, has been leased 
by Canadian Cellulose to the 
school district for $1 per 
year. 
The farm includes 12 
buildi~,s on its 28 acres, 
several of which date back 
to the early century. Rot- 
ting foundations, leaky 
roofs, uninsulated, walls, 
poor drainage, broken 
windows, inadequate power 
and water systems make 
many of the buildings un- 
safe and unusable xcept for 
storage, the outline reads. 
The report pointed out 
that if major repairs and 
construction are not un- 
dartaken early the facility 
may be lost to the com- 
muaity. 
First priorities in the 
upgrading of the farm would 
be replacing the generator 
shack and moving a diesel 
tank, doing foundation 
andfloor work on the 
building reserved for eating 
and sleeping plus making a 
two-storey bunkhouse 
usable. 
Youth workers would also 
upgrade and repair the roof 
and interior of the sleeping 
building and various yard 
Arthritis: questions and answers 
When do surgeons replace 
joints for osteoarthrltis and 
what are the most common 
replacements? 
Wefrecjuently hear about 
total joint replaeement~ 
these days. In many in- 
stances resurfacing of the 
Opposing bone 'end in the 
joint is all that is necessary. 
In the hip, more often than 
in the knee, a true total joint 
replacement is carried out. 
The hip joint replacement is 
the most common, with the 
knee joint running a close 
second. Replacements in: 
other joints are now being 
carried out by not yet widely 
used.. 
• Can young people get' 
osteoarthritts? 
This is unusual; it 
depends entirely on what 
your definition of "young" 
lS. Certain rare conditl,ms 
lead to early degeneratio]l of
joints so that a person in his 
thirties or forties may 
develop the degenerative 
changes of esteearthritis. 
The type of osteoarthritis 
that affects the end joints of 
the fingers, giving the 
bumpy appearance of 
Heberden's nodes, often 
~pears first in the forties. 
e commonest forms of 
degenerative arthritil 
without obvious cause occur 
The symptoms, however, 
may he worse at times than 
others. Soreness and stiff- 
ness can be relieved by heat 
or by ice in selected 
patients. The early morning 
stiffness of the patient with 
osteoarthritis can be quickly 
improved by a warm tub or 
shower. Hot wax baths are 
sometimes used in the 
treatment of estenarthritic 
fingers with relief of pain 
and stiffness for var~/ing 
periods of time. Thus it is 
the symptoms of the con- 
dition that are relieved by 




Canals in the western Big 
Cypress Swamp area of 
Florida undercut the water. 
shed and pour off into the 
Gulf of Mexico almost 150 
billion gallons of fresh water 
each year--enough to sup. 
port a city of two million 
persons. The loss aggre. 
rates a severe water crisis 
in southwest Florida. 
Making Sure 
A tough top sergeant 
glared at the rookie recruit 
and shouted, "What's the 
]irst thing you do when you 
clean a ri//e? .... Look at the 
. ' , ,  
from being s~uck on the end 
of .the fin~er by a fast ball: 
Tms can , jure one or more 
joints in the finger, leading 
to secondary stiffness and 
bony reaction. The football 
player who has injured his 
knee on several occasions 
may, in his later life, 
develop the secondary 
degenerative changes that 
we call osteoarthritis. 
How is osteoarthritis 
treated? 
By reducing the stresses 
and strains on the joint so 
that the worn or injured 
joint ma~ last longer; by 
maintaining strong muscle 
support about he joint so it 
can be stabilized, by 
keeping movement full; by. 
using medications designea 
to relieve pain and stiffness 
for those specially bad 
times. Heat also helps by 
relieving stiffness and 
aching. 
The stress on a hip or knee 
joint can be reduced by 
carrying a cane in the op- 
posite hand. This lengthens 
the "life" of the knee or hip. 
.The patient may need 
practice or teaching by the 
physiotherapist as to how to 
use the cane most ef- 
fectively. Proper cane 
length is most important for 
its effective use. serial number," was the 
Special stresses to the in the older decades, meek reply. "Why do you do 
knees when rising from a Does it help to treat that." demanded the set. 
very low surface in the osteoerthritis by heat? aeant. "To make sure  I'm 
hathreom or the upholstered Degenerative (osteo) cleanina my own ri]le," the 
chair can 'be reduced by arthritis does not go away. recruit-explained. 
usin~ elevated seats for / ' K A B A L A R I A N  furmture. All of these 
PHILOSOPHY 
Cardinally Invited You To Attend... 
PURLIU LECTURE 
TERRACE ARENA 
SENIOR CITIZENS ROOM 
"A PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE" 
I'kar of Iho r~Mionshlp of rim1 lltd life, and how through m umilc~ding of the 
naturah molffsl, amispiriW~ laws, you may ~| ln  a full iml mmpl~l life ~ Is 
your I t .  h~dtng,. 
This is the third in a series 
of four columns on arthritis 
written by Dr. Harold S. 
Robinson, who is a specialist 
in rheumatic disease and 
Medical Director of The 
Canadian Arthritis and 
Rheumatism Society in B.C. 
• This column deals with 
osteearthritis. 
What happens to a joint 
when osteoarthritis is 
present? 
Consider the end joint of 
theindex finger. At the joint 
the two bone ends are 
covered by a shiny slippery 
substance called cartihige. 
This aUows the finger to 
move from a Straight to a 
bent position with very little 
effort. 
In osteoarthriUs the 
cartilage becomes worn, 
cracked and thin. The 
smooth movement of one 
bone against another is lost. 
The tendons, ligaments and 
capsule which tie the bone 
ends to one another may 
become contracted, limited 
joint movement and causing 
stiffness. The bone ends 
react to cartilage loss by 
forming bony spurs which 
further limit movement. In 
a small joint the bony 
thickening can both be seen 
and felt. 
What Joint does it most 
often strike? 
It most often strikes the 
end joints of the fingers. 
Another common joint is the 
base joint of the thumb or 
eat toe. The most 
abiling forms are those 
related to the knee and the 
hip where walking ability is 
affected. 
My husband worries that 
he will get osteoarthritis 
because he has had many 
injuries to his Joints through 
sports. Could this be true? 
Yes. Ostesarthritis may 
occur in previously injured 
joints. For example, if a 
fracture of a I~ne extends 
into and damages a joint a 
secondary osteoarthritis 
may occur as a result and 
become apparent ~,ears 
later. ' Another s~mple 
example is the so-called 
"baseball finger" resulting 
work activities. 
Young people would be 
paid through this program 
and would have the op- 
portunity to develop both 
labour skills and personal- 
social life skills, according 
to the report. 
The department ofhuman 
resources has supported the 
proposal in ~rinciple and 
hopes to contribute one full- 
time child care worker. 
If the $120,000 grant is 
received, the school district 
will fund one full time 
teacher - counsellor. 
Volunteer  resource  
persons from the com- 
munity would also be in- 
valved in the project. 
School board members 
approved involvement in the 
youth work program subject 
to various conditions and 
voted to write to Canada 
Works indicating their 
support. 
Your heart works 
harder when 
you're not in the 
game. Get fit - -  
and turn the 
clock back. 
Fitness is fun. 
manoeuvres reduce strain. 
For the special problem of 
osteoarthritis of the fingers, 
often called Heberden's 
nodes, the additional use of 
wax baths and exercises to 
maintain the range of the 
joints may be used from 
time to time to minimize 
loss of movement. Safe wax 
bath utilization can be 
taught by the 
physiotherapist. A specially 
bad and painful joint in the 
hip or the knee nowadays 
may be referred to the 
reconstructive orthopaedic 
surgeon for surgical 
reconstruction or 
replacement. THURS. SEPT. 22 
positive feedback." board support he program 
and, if necessary, pay the 
Board trustee Elaine entire cost without band 




Enrollment in district 
schools has reached almost 
6,000 pupils, the ap- 
proximate figure project 
last April, according to 




England (AP) - -  Victor, the 
giraffe 'who could not get 
back on his feet, died 
Tuesday as attendants who 
had fought to save his life 
stood by. 
Victor had been lifted in a 
special sling made by the 
Royal Navy and had just 
been lowered for a rest when 
he died, apparently of 
shock. 
The 15-year-old giraffe did 
the splits last Thursday 
night apparently while 
mating with one of the three 
female giraffes at Marwell 
Zoological Park 70 miles 
southwest of London. 
Although no bones ap- 
peared,broken, he could not 
get to his feet. For five days 
he steadily got weaker and 
had lost about 500 pounds by 
the time he died. 
school board at a meeting 
this week. 
Director of instruction for 
the district 5kip Rorgsma 
said the figures show there 
is "a trickle of people back . 
into town," which is en- 
couraging to the com- 
munity. 
Enrollment as of last 
Friday was 5,852, just nine 
students hort of the an- 
ticipated 5,861. 
Bergsma said there was a 
redistribution of students in 
various grades because of 
families moving out of town 
being replaced by others 
coming in, but the overall 
figure remainedthe same. 
However, only one school 
in Hazelton will require an 
additional teacher because 
of greater number of 
students than expected. 
Average class' size 
remains at about 25 pupils. 
Our Top-of-the-Inn revolving restaurant has a fine reputation for its food. And from your table, 
you and your client will have the finest view in the entire city of Vancouver's constantly changing harbour. 
In Vancouver, commonwealth's harbour side 
Holiday Inn hotd makes your business lunch 
an unexpeaed pleasure. 
c ommonwealth's Holiday Inn Vancouver-City Centre is a 
new, 455 room hotel at the 
heart of the city and right on.  
the harbour. 
Our revolving restaurant is just 
one example of how different we 
are for the business traveller. 
Other examples are free indoor 
guest parking, 7 fully equipped 
meeting rooms, secretarial 
service upon request and a free 
morning paper at your door. 
We're also central, near all major 
office buildings and Gastown. 
Our rooms are different, too. 
Extra big and extra quiet, with 
an extra long double bed, a 
desk, table and 2 easy chairs 
so you can work properly, and 
sliding glass doors to let in the 
fresh sea. air. 
So next time you visit Van- 
couver, stay with us and make 
your business trip a pleasure. 
. IUR I IARD . ' 
INL I [T  
PARK HAST INO$ 
We're right on the harbour between 
the Baxter Building and the Board ol 
Trade Georgia ~s three blocks away. 
~, eutrard lust one block east 
For business travellers, commonwealth does things di ren  
VANCOUVER-CITY CENTRE 
1133 W.Haslings St.,Vancouver B.C, V6E 3T3 (604) 689-9211 
For tree Holide×" reservation service and a guaranteed room rate at any Holiday Inn, call 1oll free 1-800-261-8811 
And now, guarantee your reservation with our Guaranteed All Night Reservations Programme. 
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can be gyps 
In pioneer days, women who cam out to remote set- 
tiements to marry men they had never seen were 
sometimes referxed to as "mail-order brides", the court- 
ship having been conducted entirely by mail and the 
marriage agreed to before ither party saw each other. 
These days we don't often hear of mail-order brides (or 
grooms), but almost anything else from fruit trees to fur- 
niture, can be ordered through the mail. 
Many consumers, particularly those in smaller centres, 
feel ordering by mail increases the range of products 
available to them and save them money as well. As must 
have been the case with some of the mail-order marriages, 
however, the transaction may not always turn out as an- 
ticpated. 
Unfortunately the mail-order business, like any other 
large industry, has fring operators who trade on the 
reputation earned by responsible firms. 
You can minimize your chances of being fleeced by 
dishonest mall-ereder orperators by taking a few simple 
~recautions. 
irst, before you clip out the coupon and send it off, take a 
long, hard look at the ad that accompanies it. 
Does the ad make unusual claims for a common product? 
Strawberry plants that produce berries the size of 
tomatoes, for example. Or shade trees that grow ten feet 
per year. 
gadgets you have never seen anywhere lse being 
promoted? Be suspicious. If there really were a product 
which could boost gas mileage 25 per cent, or a special 
crecen which converted black and white television pictures 
into coiour; isn't it likely they would be available in most 
retail stores? 
Investigate claims like these before you buy• Check with 
people in your community who are*in allied businesses and 
are likely to be knowledgeable. Phone or write the nearest 
Better Business Bureau before you buy for a firm that is. 
unfamiliar to you. Even if the company in question is in 
anotherprovince, the Better Business Bureau will probably 
have a record of camplaints if the company has not dealt 
farily with customers. 
Consider wheter you are ikely to be satisfied with the 
quality of the item offered. When you receive that $5.98 
caftan you may find it disappointingly shoddy in spite of the 
glowing description in the ad. Any time the p]rice of the 
article "s a fraction of the normal price, there will usually be 
a corresponding reduction in quality. 
Nearly all mail-order ads offer a "refund if not satisfied" 
but don't assume this means you having nothing to lose if 
the item is not satisfactory. 
Some caompanies take months to ship the merchaddise 
although they cash your cheque immediately), and are 
even slower to issue the promised refund. These firms 
ignore letters of enquiry and delay refunds by demanding 
copies of cancelled cheques, of denying receipt of the 
returned item. 
You will also have to pay for the cost for the postage to 
return the item if you decide not to keep it. (The Post Office 
will not accept parcels unless postage is paid at the time of 
mailing.) It m a good idea to register the parcel in case the 
company demands proof or return 
Always keep a copy of the ad and make sure uou retain 
the company's address. In some instances, only the cou~n 
you send away shows the firm's address, and once it is 
mailed you have no way of contacting the company. 
Don't rely on the magazine in which the ad appears to 
have checked out the company. Most magazines do not 
have the resources to investigate the claims made by their 
advertisers and must accept copy on good faith unless there 
is something obviously dishonest about he ad. It may be 
worthwhile writing to the magazine if you feel you have 
been taken by an advertise though. A responsible magazine 
will not continue to run ads which are aimed at defrauding 
its readers. 
The department of consumer adn corporate affairs. 
Losing the greaser image ' 
Oil shortage means profits for bike-sellers 
BY RAY WARNER 
• HALIFAX CP-Things are 
changing with motorcycles- 
and the people who ride 
them. 
The "over)25" set is 
turning to bikes and dealers 
think that rising price of 
gasoline prices are a 
secondary factor. 
Tom Harper, 25-year-oid 
partner in Cycle World 
East, a major Halifax 
motorcycle sho~, says he 
noticed a definite change. 
"We're selling more bikes 
to the over-25 category'this 
year, eapeciallyin the 100- 
400-cc street bike." 
Harper says its not just 
asoline consumption that 
as turned a broader 
segment of the public on to 
motorcycles. 
"We get about 20 per cent 
of the customers concerned 
with the gasoline situation 
but the rest are out for fun 
and relaxation." 
"We sold four dual- 
~urpose street-and-trail 
ikes last year and 20 this 
year." 
Robert Swinemar, part- 
owner of city Cycle in 
Halifax, says his biggest 
sellers are in the middleof 
the range of bikes from 360 
to 469 co, priced between 
$1,200 and $1.600. 
"People are buying bikes 
mainly for recreation 
~o~rposes. Many of the older 
k who liked the 
"screamers" or souped-up 
models when they were kids 
have come back to a sen- 
sible touring bike of the 750- 
1,000-co class." 
Swinemanr said a lot o f  
~rofessional people ara 
uying bikes "just to jig 
around on." 
He said his firm had good 
success as well selling the 
moped cycle• 
However, the sales of 
dual-purpose bikes wre slow 
perhaps because, "there's 
no place to try them out."' 
He preferred to sell 
Japanese-made bikes 
.0  
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because of technological 
advances that had made 
them "almost rouble-free." 
With the surge in 
motorcycles has come a 
surge in driving insurance. 
Grant Hamblen of A.W. 
Hamblen Insurance Co. of 
Halifax said that in 1972 his 
com~ny isured a motor- 
cycle for about one of every 
400 customers. 
"Today is one O." 
The cost in 1972.was aobut 
$7 for a minimum of $35,000 
public liability and property 
damagepolicy; today's cost 
is $76. But the increase in 
sales has brought an ac- 
companying increase in- 
"1 quit / "" 
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I Business potlight[ 
Alberta fills new 
helium market 
CALGARY CP-Alberta and 
federa) government have agreed to 
provide funding for a plant to 
recover helium from nntural gas. 
Canada currently has no source of 
helium and Unites States reserves 
are being rapidly depleted. 
The helium recovery scheme is 
one of several ventures being funded 
by the Alberta-Canada Resources 
Research Fund. 
ERRF that will have a bearing on 
the province's oil and gas industry. 
The technology involves separ- 
tating helium by using thin plastic 
membranes. 
The work comes under a federal- 
provincial agreement under which 
the federal government will supply 
Alberta with $96 million during them 
next several years. The money will 
constitute refunds from the federal 
oil export axes. 
There will be substantial Alberta 
research programs into solar, wind 
and biomass energy use as well as 
work on coal and oil recovery. The 
pact will also support construction of
research facilities in northern and 
southern Alberta and support 
research at Albert'a three univer- 
~ties. 
Earlier this month, Energy 
Minister Don Getty announced that 
S3 million in ERRF funds would be 
supplied to Alberta this year to 
support various projects. 
The solar and wind research 
program is receiving about $300,000 
this year. That sum will double or 
triple within the next couple of 
years, says Dr. George Govier, 
senior deputy minister of energy and 
natural resources for Alberta. 
The initial effort will be aimed at 
gathering solar and wind energy 
information throughout the province 
with stations in Edmonton and 
Calgary planned by year-end. The 
program will also seek to gather 
Canadaian and international 
literature on solar and wind energy• 
theft-a big problem said 
Hamblen. 
Five years ago fire and theft 
insurance cost $100;teday 
it's$255. Collision insurance 
was $34 five years ago; now 
it's $117 annually. 
He says most riders are 25 
years of age or older and 
man accident the biker is 
often not at fault but rather 
a car or truck driver who 
paid insufficient attention to 
the cyclist. 
Hamblen, a cyclist 
himself says the rider must 
be on the defensive all the 
time. 
The Nova Scotia regisrty 
of motor vehicles offers a 
motorcyc le  learning 
program and all its oalsses 
are filled for this year, said 
George Allen, director of 
highway field safety. 
The registry says there 
are 11,787 cycles registere in 
the province this year, 
compared with 4,699 five 
years ago. 
Dealers ay at leass 25 per 
cent of the cycles they sell 
are for off-highway use and 
are not registered. 
Smithsaid the company 
hopes to increase its sales 
by 25 per cent in 1978 and 
this year's sales are 25 per 
cent ahead of 1976 figures. 
His concern is with a four- 
per-cent increase in the cost 
of the various Kawasaki 
lines because "we have to 
stay competitive even 
though the factory costs ah. 
ve gone up three per cent 
and he drop in the Canadian 
dollar has played.havoc with 
import costs." 
Smith is hoping current 
tariff talks between the 
Canadian and Japanese 
governments will make his 
product more attractive. 
] Ottawa Offbeat] 
Parhinson's law 
still works 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
I II I 
I Interpreting the News 
Carter's disarmament plums too little, too late 
Ottaw,-Not ot get you all upset, but remember the 
remarkable C,Northeote Parkiuson and his immutalbe 
law? 
Proclaimed 20 years ago in what for a long time was a 
best-seller and still is a standard reference work of sorts, 
Parkinsen's law was, in essence, that the number of 
workers in any public service department, board, bureau, 
commission, agency or whatever, will rise at an annual rate 
of six percent regardless ofwork to be done, required to de 
done, or even not done. 
He inisted at the time that the law was mathematically 
provable and universally demonstrable. 
But that was two decades ago before the birth of "Big 
Government", and events in Canada have shown him to 
have grossly underestimated. 
The federal public service has doubled in recent years 
which, any way you calculate it, is a shade more than an 
annual six percent. 
, There are now, all across the land, occupying overnment 
........ offices at the municipal, provincial and federal level, 
slightly more than 1.5 million nublic servants. 
Or so goes the count at Statistics Canada. 
Stats-Can put Canada's total population as of last year at 
22,992,604, and at 21,568,311 in 1971. 
That works out on Stats-Can's own calculations at a 
PeNrcentage increase of 1.32 percent annually. 
ow if the overall population rises by a faction over one 
percent and the growth of the public service runs a touch 
over 6 percent, what's the inevitable reading of the bottom 
line? 
By the Parkinsonian law, the mathematically 
unavoidable point lies ahead where veryone isbound to be 
on the public payroll. 
And with one of every 23 Canadians now feeding from the 
{rough, the population rate just over one percent and the 
public service growing be six percent-well, obviously the 
question remaining will be who will be filling the trough 
with everybody emptying it? 
Or,pputting it another way, how will we pay ourselves for 
all this unproductive work? 
Maybe, just maybe, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, 
confronted with the prospect of a universal Canadian public 
service, might prevail upon all the bureacracies involved to 
repeal Parkinson's Law. 
Naturally he will be expected by the bureaucratic empire- 
builders to name a new task force, headed by Public Service 
A, to study it-~ but then, of course, A will have to C and D to 
help him. 
f l~Qf~/ t f i  BY GARRY FAIRBAIRN 
: WASHINGTON CP-Although ham- 
pered by historical inconsistencies in 
U.S. nuclear policy and opposed by 
strong economic forces, President 
Carter is still str~gling to halt the 
i ~ f  techn° l °gy ' ,  spread of sophlstlcated nuclear 
His objective is to severely linit the 
availability of weapons-grade nuclear 
material, reducing opportunities for 
other countries and terrorist groups to 
acquire nuclear weapons. 
But he is starting late.perhaps too late. 
His task would have been far easier had 
he becomepresident five or 10 years 
earlier. Carter's chief concern is 
plutonium, Which can be extracted from 
used uranium fuel reds and is well suited 
for nuclear weapons as well as for 
generating more power. 
In recent years, several countries 
have built plants to obtain plutonium and 
the problem has been complicated by the 
developement of "breeder reactors" 
that use plutonium and produce more 
fuel than they consume• 
The spread of nuclear reprocessing 
. . . . . .  plants is partially a result of U.S. action 
three years a~o in halting export of 
How can I be over qual,f,ed? I left school enriched uranmm power plants had 
when lwas eightl" reached the limit of U.S. enrichment 
capacity. 
Now, Carter is proposing that the 
United States guarantee supplies of 
enriched uranium to foreign countries in 
return for their pledge not to reprocess 
the uranium into plutonium. As part of 
his effort to s top  the spread ~ o f  
plutonium, he alto also announced that 
the.Untied States will not use plutonium, 
as zuel for its nuclear actors, a policy 
~at has already produced conflict with 
~ngress over the proposed Clinch River 
breeder eactor. 
Other domestic political problems are 
stirrd by Carter's policy since 
guaranteeing enriched uranium to other 
nations would push the United States 
further into nuclear development than it 
needs to go for its own needs. 
During the 1976 presidential election' 
campaign, Carter criticized the concept 
of reliance on nuclear plans for elec- 
tricity and since taking office has sought 
to maintain the support ol en- 
vironmentalist groups. 
While going too far down the nuclear 
road for the liking of many domestic 
groups, Carter is too anti-nuclear for 
many foreign countries, who say 
reprocessing and breeder eactors are 
virtually essentail in a energy-starved 
world• 
He also run into diplomatic problems 
with some countries objecting to his 
nonproliferation effortsas being 
discriminatory or an infringement 
ontheir sovereignity. -~ 
Carter was unsuccessful in trying to 
stop West Germany and France from 
selling uranium processing plants to 
Brazfland Pakistan, although e did win 
their agreement to limit future sales. 
Mixed results also emerged from 
negotiations with Japan, which is 
developing a plutoulum-production 
capability. Mter a period of strained 
relations, wnen Japanes officials 
complained that Hapan whould have the 
same rights as Eropean countries, the 
Unites States and Japan reached 
general agreement on the principles for 
safeguards tobe placed on Japanese use 
of U.S. uranium. 
Other problems are prescnted ina bill, 
now before Congress, that would ban 
U.S. nuclear coperation with countries 
that use the PUREX process to separate 
plutonium. 
Because of political realities, the 
edminstration has had to approve a g 
"grandfather clause" exempting 
Brltian, France and Japan from the 
provision to the bill. Britain and France 
already have plants in operation using 
the process and soon Japan will too, 
The U.S. state department, however, 
has trouble making up its mind on how 
.ecific and restrictive the bill should 
It orgtnally endorsed loanguage that 
would have allowed U.S; nuclear so- 
~eration with contries using PUREX ff 
united States or the International 
Atomic Energy Agency could be 
guaranteed "timely warning" of any 
diversion of plutonium, The advance 
notice would enable the United States to 
use diplomatic pressure. 
But recently the state deprtment 
reversed itself and advised Congress 
that the poroposed language would be 
too restrictive and a specific ban on 
PUREX should await international 
studies on alternative plutonium- 
separtation processes. Meanwhile, the 
U.S. nuclear industry vigorously op- 
posed nuclear-exprt restrictions, 
arguing that hey would be placed at an 
unnecessary dmedvantage comparea. 
with. foreign suppliers of enriched 
uranlunL 
Despite all the difficulties involved in 
winning congrssional nd international 
support and in grappling with the 
seemingly inevitable inconsistencies, 
Carter appears determined to press on. 
If he needed fresh motivation, he got it 
recently when reports pread that South 
Africa might be developing nuclear 
weapons. South Africa denied the 
reports. 
I ! 
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Orioles batter Jays 
I World cup soccer 
Canadians could improve Ju,t around the 
BALTIMORE (AP) --  by Woods in the lights and it retired the Orioles in order VANCOUVER (CP) --  reading the game. He said he wanted to see "Actually our record all his players in action and The coach of Canada's . [ [ ___  A 
Jim Palmer, wi~ home run fell for a triple, only in the first inning. World Cup,occur team says wasn't as poor  as the to assess their abilities. -Cell I'_.....! 
.support from rooifles Eddie Clancy, who blanked the Dauer has hit three of his scorelines indicate. We had Canada will play Mexico, his side is solid on goal and W u inngh 
Murray and Rich Dauer, Orioles through five inning [our homers off Toronto on defence, but requires two goals called back by. Haiti, Guatemala, E l  warm • 
posted his fifth consecutive last Thursday in a game pitching, two in the last two " g P Y le ztimate in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  more mtelli eat la in referees and both ~,i~ th m ~lv~dor and ~urlnnm ~t ~ wusu ,  
victory and kept the fading forfeited by Baltimore, games, midfieldandhetterfinishing were clearly g' " tournament Oct. 8-23 in . . ,  
hopes of Baltimore Orioles on the forward line. my opinion." . ~ . . . .  Mexico. The winner will go w| |n  
alive with a 5-2 American " "  . . . . .  Eckhard Krautzun made Krautzun seia ne tot• his to next year's World Cur 
League decision Tuesday ' l ' l rnD i ID f l I F~ I I~fh f l l~  the observations Monday players results were not finals in~.rgentina. - 
night over Toronto Blue --- v , ,  v~ u ,~t~ t, t7 A. ~ VUt,~,t,V; t'U' after he arrived here from Important. 
Jays. 
^ .The trium, ph enabled the DETROIT (AP) -- Jason baseball victory over San Jose, Costa Riea, where y . i  . i  . ' [[4" Canada layed to a 
unoles to o.r.eaK a.seco.na: Thompson opened the Cleveland Indians. scoreless ca,- , Judge  demes  
pmce tie wzm uoston ttea bottom of the 10th inning taglnes in the final exhibi- ~ ~:~ 
Sex and move within tl}ree, with a game-tying homer Thompson's homer, his tion game of a Caribbean 1 ~ 1 .~  
games ot ther~ew xorg and pinch hitter John 29th. tied the score 4-4 off tour. nur '~  
~ankecs in American Wockenfuss ingled home starter Don Hood. Rick Canada is one of six prayer 
t~eague ~ast.  Tueseay the winning run Tuesday Waits, 8-7, came in and month's zone qualifyin~ BUFFALO (AP) -  One- right to try out with an NHL k-~ night's New York-Boston night to give Detroit Tigers w lked Lance Parrish. nations comp ting in next " 
game was postponed by a 5-4 American League After Mickey Stanley sac- round for the1978 World Cup eyed h~key  p!ayer Grog club. - "  
rain. . . . . . . . .  rificed and Ben Oglivie was and the four-game trip to Neelfl s legal cnauenge to Five of the counts con- 
Toronto, which taueu for T~ wa lked  in tent iona l ly  Trinidad and Costa ~tica National Hockey League corned an NHL rule i I 
~e four~ time this s easo~ ,~ re~)~8 Wockenfuss delivered his was part of the preparation re~u].ation.s was rebuffed by prohibiting a player from ~_P '  
m extenu a winning sire• - .  . winnln~ single program. All four games a t ec.eral]uage~'u.esaa_y._ competing if he has less [ - 
to four games in a row, r~ l l~t l  ~-~ 7;~7~,z ° ° ' were draws--two of them ~ Jonn. T. ~:IXVm, U..S. than 25-per-cent vision in [ I1 - - r l -~  z v'W'~T'm~Tzr'~ 1"3T  T l r '~T  C~ [] 
trailed 3-2 " when Ken tm~j  ~u,  t , t /~l  ~, Cleveland jumped ahead scoreless and the others 1-1. uistrict court Juege, either eye. II I - I  [ [ -4. /~" I " |  INk• I T ~ 'q  I I 1 t , I , I~•  
Singleton gave the Orioles 4-3 with a run in the top of "Goal scoring is our dismissed seven counts of Elfvin said a federal I J L J . J _~_r~ J .  J .X  • ~ .m.  ~ .L~.ffi.~..,, I 
two insurance runs with a MILWAUKEE (AP) -- the 10th off Bruce Taylor on biggest concern at this Neeld's suit against the district court in California | . . . .= ._  | 
bases-loaded single in the Sal Bando's two-run single Frank Duffy's single, a time," Krautzun said. "We league, had already found the rule I . L  . . . .  , : -  J ,u , , : , ,  ~ i 
seventh, chasing J im sparked a four-run fifth sacrifice and a single by created many opnortunities The plaintiff, who lost an to be "a reasonable I p.u .u ,  v . , ,  . . - . - . .  I - -  ~ • 
Clancy, 4-7. inning to lead Milwaukee Larvell Blanks. but missed our chances / eye playing amateur hockey restraint of trade." Any I - . ! I ;   qtt ! I 
Palmer, 18-11, bidding to Brewers tea 5-1victory over . . . . . . . . . . . . .  We lacked coolness in for Toronto Marlboros, was clmllengemnstbedealt wit~ I Your Ease/IpM ~k~- - - - - - i  l 
become a 20-game winner Seattle Mariners in an ~:~a~:~s , . zzam~g ~-~ fialshiz~g around the net and drafledby.BuffaloSab.£.esin by theappropriateappoaLs i • . ~ ~ • 
for the seventh timeln ei,ght American League baseball ,= ,~.~.~,~ ~,u ,~ our mldf ielders need to 1975. The ;nague woma not court there, Elfvin said. i In Torraoe. ~ i 
1] wed seven hits m . . . .  "~-'" nl-ht " "~ " " "  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  seasons, a o . ga c xu~, -~ t; • ' • become more intelligent in let him play. He seeks the i - 
He is scheduled to start The Brewers filled the Rodrzguez singled, took 
three of Baltimore's bas..s with two out in the s.econdon a sacrifice and I~I~I~I~I~IiI~B|i||B~||||B~B|~i~i|iB~B|~|iB~|B|B~i~B||~Ni|BiB~m~|~ 
" '  1 e u pmchrunner Lou Whitaker ~ ~ 0 ~'~[~ l~  ~ ~ [ ~ 1  £~i~ " remamlng 1 gum s. fifth on two walks are nd a . . . .  ., . . . .  -..,1.. I.., o . . .  [] , ' - • , ' [] 
The Blue Jays scored in single by Cecil Cooper off ~,,~=~";,,"~,~,,~,,'~;~'~¢~',,~,~," ~4,(~/Z~C~ " ( [~  (~;  e .~ 
tamtedthe . . . .  third lts,inninga smgle°n tWoby IoserBandoJOhnslngleMOntague,d two r7"12"uns . . . . . .  - - - , -o  .o o" - "" - -  ; " " : 
........... ! Laugh at 01d Man Winter 
Dave McKay and a triple by home and Robin Yount ' , 
Gary Woods. Toronto added doubled another across. The r~,  • 
a run in the seventh on fourth run of the inning ~ . ~ g y  I 
singles by Ai Woods, Alan scored oo first baseman Dan O,  
Ashby and McKay. Meyer's error. ~ _ . L__ )  
Murray's lead-off homer The Brewers cored in the :." mulate" and n f i 
inthe fourth, snappmgal-1 first inning when Yon . . .  : weather_roe 
tie, was his 23rd of the Joshua singled, stole second n7t /~h~P 
season and set a club record and came home on a single _F~ u u~,,o fv~., ;  [] , and keep Old Man winter outside where he belongs. I [] vow nome nun It's a one time lob that's easy to do yourself, and it []  
for a rookie. Dauer hit his by Cooper . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [] a means permanent fuel saving and home comfort _m 
fourth homer in the next Winner J im Slaton, 10-14, ~ L~.w Iu~l~ (.~.) --  Jonn m No •after how hard you wish, Old Man Winter is not benefits. We'll be happy to advise on the type of in- m 
inning, lost his shutout in the ~a?d~s~i .x2t~eraga4v  ~ - • going to pass you by. He II soon be here, howling sulatlon that will do lize bed lob for you and we have a • 
When Toronto scored its seventh when Ray Fosse . 8n [ ]  around the house, blowing cold icy winds and piling up ' handy instruction booklet hat will make it easier than [ ]  
first run in the third, allfive doubled and scored on a ~]umph over. New York [] thesnow. But, youcanhavethelastlaugh, ifyougetto youthink. Weelsohaveallyourotherweatherproofing [] 
Bob Shnson ~em in a ~auonm hea ue [] work now insulating and weatherproofing your home. needs storm windows and doors, wnolherstripping, • batters faced by Palmer single by " ' naseuall' ' game "x'uesuay- ~ ~ . " caulk and caulking guns, furnace filters. Everthing • could have been retired. . 
McKay got a single when , t  • 7 mght. , - mr insulation will keep warm air inslde your home you need for warm, cozy comfort, m 
first baseman Lee May / - I  .Q l : f /~ f l . f l l l l ) ' )  Nine Espinosa, 8-13, [] • 
retreated toward the bag ~. ,,. , . ,  ~ ~ ,.,v,,.~.,v, t started for New York and [] . • 
instead of pursuing the matched Candelaria, 18-5, : % ~ X"  Korolite Rigid Foam : 
bouncer in the hole. Then f tF )  O i~ l " f tF '~  for seven innings. 
right fielder Singleton aw v ,  u '~- - ,  ~.~', u =.~ r~,k: ,  ~.'o ~'~,. h^--~ -~ • X " ' ~  X ' Insulation : 
pearedto]nseaone-outrmer , run  o ; '  t'~e"~sea~so'n"o"f; B ,,'--,~-- I I  : I f  X % X Rigid foam insulztle, is B [] 
1~nr~o ok , / r~, ,÷ CHICAGO (AP) - -  The Espinosa in the second. [11 [] r ~t~J ~ . ' [J_~__ ~k ~qk\\\ ~ light.weight 'end easy to • 
.~,~,~o o,~,~,~,~u,~, , the seventh, with two out, : ~ _ . ,  As tied a club record by . . . .  '! . [] '~/~'~! /IL. ' I)V'~ \ Nk\\\ \ install, It .also acts!)s its • 
Fm res making sev.en errors ln one o! i .ver^wal~eat.a~ co ~- [ ]  ~l~lrJl /~ ,  ,~;~ " \ ~k\\\ ~ own vapourbar'i lera~l [] 
game ana nem'y uruz ~=~, ,v=m.~=~u~, , , ,u  [] / r "~.~/ / ' .  l •  ~ ~ '~k'~ Nk will not sag er shrink due t~0 • 
SAN DIEGO 'AP ~ blastedatwo-runhomerina Ken Macha tied the game at m [ N~Y'~ '° I i [ [  ~t~ "~.  Nk moisture. Keeps your m 
c. ,~,~ ,',~tm. ~:d 'D~'~- wild fifth inning as Chicago 2-2. j ~ ~ '~ . .~. . - , - '~[ I  '~  ~k\\ ~ home comfortable year i 
W-e~r cl°ou"te-d he-me runs ~i'~.e d A~": 8-2 dTefea!ed Bill Robinson singled [] I " Y ' ~ J ~ f l  \ '~  Nk\\ ~ round and helps control • 
andTom Seaverfiredatwo- u.~nan. . e.soay home Candelaria with the • I <' !~ ~ '7  . lamb \ \  ]k\\ \ rising fuel bills. • 
hit shutoutTuesdaynightto m gn, m an  American winning run in the eighth : ~ J~ l  / "  / J l  " X ~  . - -~  4'xs'x," ~1~ : 
]ead Cincinnati Reds to a 4-0 L~ugue, . -euu-game.  and Oliver singled off / I  / ' t J  I I ~ ~  1 , I . I  : 
National League baseball Cruz's homer, his second reliever Skip.Lockwood for : " , 
vmtory over San Diego of the season, preceded the Pirates.ms.urance run : II l ; I f  I| ~ " ' " "  : 
r'aures, three Oakland errors in the rater m me tuning. [] . • 
Foster's homer h;oao+t,,,¢ fifth when the Sox scored , [] m. - .  I |  2 Mil Clear Polyfilm m 
the seas n cam o ' ; ' " *~-"  ~ tiveruns and took a 62 lead r t7  • ~; ,  [] CoIlufibre, loose fil l , • 
i " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " • An error m the first inning [] " ""  Sheeting For Home and m m ~ ~  [] 
nnzng with Ken Gnffey ~. ,~,  . . . . . . .  ,.. ,. ,~o  l - ' a~tae8  : Covers 70 sq. ft. 2"  thick. Cottage Cover ups  IIWIJ ll -" aboard on a walk t~ ~t.,k,~ o . .  ~.,, v v~ v .~ -~ 
Scarer to a -trick 2-0 le'ad ~ sixth contributed toa pair of _ 3__  f~  7 ~ )~. . .~~ ~,=.~r___  I IM  
q " Chicago runs.' , eaEe uuo8 • • I e l  Ik nan ~ J ~  Pre.packeged rolls of [ ]  
Seaver struck out five and - -  "-" 7. Fil . . . . . . .  " ~1~ 1  Polyfllm can be used to .. 
walked one while improving _:~n.e ? ro~. . ,W%es:~ n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [] R2 M bag protect ell outside " ~ ~ 4 1 [  : 
his record to 19-6 with h i s  ~-~::':% u~ . . . .  a ir b" rnx~..r~.nx.~ .~r~)- [] equipment and furniture ~ ' / ~ / ~ [ U  
17th com,,lete same Lef t ~zKe Jorgensen, pa . y Steve uarlton pltcneo atour- -_ against the elements. It is, ~,~ I~ j  ~RIllllHii ; 
h,,~o~ n~ n,,~h;,~'~ ,~ second baseman t~ouney hitter for his 2~d victory - [ ]  - -  - -1  of course, an Ideal vapour ~t~o/r~l l~l ig l l i l l l l  7. 
~e'lo~ss andh~sreoord"fe~"t~ Scott, centre fielder Tony and catcher Tim McCarver • .~ barrier J k~ ~n~Hl|ll~' [] 
8-11 ~rmas,  catcner ~anny  hit a two-run nomer ana [] R ! 2ml lx  100" • ~ ~ ~  [] 
~'" . . . . . .  Sanguillen, third baseman sacrifice fly as Philadelphia • ~ [] 
• S00sq ft roll 6T . " . .~eaver  re.ureo a s.w.mg oz Wayne Gross ann shortstop Phillies turned back [] ,1 • • Q Caulking Go . * [] 
.x~. t'aores ..~tore gwmg up Rob Picciulo. Chicago Cubs 4-2 Tuesday 
.ms.see.onan.ttot meg.a.me:a night in a National League -~ sq. ft. sq. ft. l j l [~ l~_  .:~d reach  Open Faced 
teaa-ozz aouote to romue tdh baseball game • ..--- . [] 
Almon in the seventh . . . . . . . .  . . . .  I ~ w~,~d =,,d u;,.,., Retched type gun takes W 
_ • "x'ne t-'nus ~umpeo to a x-u = \ ~ _  . . . . . . . . .  . y ,  lard cartridge, m 
,-, ~ lead in the first inning on the mlence pistol grip i VYLJLJL  first of two doubles by Bake [] : ~ ~  Foam Weatherstr ip ' • 
_ McBride and Mike Sch- [] ~ ~  • • 
t '~ lT~t l~ l~|~ ' t / '~-¢ ' t r~,e~ midt's RBI single. They • Vinylfoamflrmlyetteched . . i$ i~  • 
[ ]  ~ - ' ~ " ~  toa moulding of clear pine. 1 • l • 
l i~V~: ; . I . . L~[  ( : ]L~Ui : l~t~ made it 2-0 in the second on .m - - I  ] ( [ ~  'Foam remains flexible at I ~I I 
, a triple by Garry ~aa(.ox -_ A luminum ana ~ ~ '  Iower temperature and will ' " • 
PARIS (AP)  - -  France s addition, extra stringing is and McCarver's sacrifice m Vinyl Weatherstr ip ~ not freeze to door. 
Georges Goven, using a woven in and out of the fly 
[ ]  3 iece set includes . D~r  sets Include plated • homemade racket with crossstrings in macrame ' . P : • 
extra stringing, beat life fashion, makin~ the face With twooutin the lourth, [] ~ 7' le--"-- Alummum ana nails. [] [ ]  " -v , , , ]  . • 
Nastase of Romania 6-4, 2-6, thicker and he'avier. The Maddox singled and Me- • I -3 '  lengths .Vinyl Threshold Caulking Compound ' • 
6-4 Tuesday in the first effect, at least for some Carver socked his sixth [] Features slotted screw Contructed of heavy N . . . . . .  
round of the Coupe Poree players, is increased speed homer . .. to complete [] holes for easy adlestment, aluminum. Screws included, v . . . .  ~v , i~  Forms a resi'l . . . . . . . . . .  • ~ I  [] 
• Screws included ~m set . ~.. uurau.e Butyl Gutter Sealer " "  • tennis comic, tition, andtopspin, t'mlaoelpma s scorulg. • . i 36 inch length, seal l each  [] 
"It's the first time in my The French pro tennis The Cubs reached Carlton [] 4 ~ i  I~77 ' DAP Lat, x. L 127 Rely-on.White ~sj~ " [] 
i ~ w  g g i career that I have played players association has for a run in the third on Ivan [] No. MI0070 ~ i : NO. 10190 I I~  " leach orGrey s~|~ch[ ]  
against a player using a voted against the new DeJesus'run-scoringsingle ~ . .~  I V " . ' ~ 
racket like Goven's--and racket and Friday will ask and another run in the sixth 
it's also the last time," said the French Tennis Feder- on Bill Buckner's RBI 
Nastase. ' In the future, I ation to ban its use. Their double. [] ~ '~ ' W i ~  [] 
will refuse to play against delegate will be Patrice Carlton, 22-9, struck out [] " [] 
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China may enter 
Olympics 
staele to a solution, he said. 
"The " position is that the 
Peking attitude is, and 
remains, that there xs only 
one China. There is not a 
China and a Taiwan, they 
made that point very clear." 
Taiwan walked out of the 
Montreal Olympic Games 
last year when the Canadian 
government refused to 
permit its team to compete 
under the flag: or name of 
Republic of China, the of- 
ileal name of the island 
territory, which remains in 
the IOC through the 
Republic of China Olympic 
Committee. 
Several of the 26 in- 
ternational federat ions 
whichgovern individual 
Olympic sports have been 
looking at their stand on the 
China-Taiwan question. 
Taiwan is a member of 17 
of these federations. Peking 
is accepted fully by nine and 
offered membership in 
several others only if it does 
not demandthe expulsion of 
the Taiwan body. 
LONDON Reuter - Lord 
Killain, president of the 
International Olumpic 
Committee, returned home 
from China on Tuesday 
convinced he had made 
progress on restoring the 
world's largest country to 
the Olympic movement. 
',The important hing is 
that we have eetablish,~i a 
dialogue with Peking," he 
told reporters during a 
stopover at London airport 
en route from Tokyo to his 
home in Ireland. 
"We are trying to restore 
normal relations with 
China," he said. "As a 
result of my visit, we can 
make contact with them 
directly rather than working 
through, intermediaries." 
Kiilain s five day visit to 
China was aimed • at 
bringing that country back 
into the Olympic movement, 
which it left in 1958 because 
of the continued mem- 
hership of Taiwan in the 
IOC. 
• Taiwan remains the oh- 
Clean-up plan 
okayed 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 1977 offshore drilling 
federal government has authority," a news release 
approved plans to clean up said. 
any oil or natural gas Canadian Marine Drilling 
blowouts that might occur Ltd., (CANMAR) Dome's 
durin~ offshore dr i l l i ng  in subsidiary, has been con- 
the zey waters of the dncting the drilling of ex- 
Beaufort Sea, the northern ploratory wells in the 
affairs department has Beaufort Sea. 
announced. 
Earlier tests at 
Tuktoyaktuk this year met 
with only partial success 
and Canmar was ordered to 
repeat the exercise. The 
demonstration was ob- 
served by officials of the 
Canadian Coast Guard, the 
fisheries and environment 
department and the nor- 
them affairs department. 
A test and demonstrat ion 
of clean-up equipment held 
at Tukteyaktuk harbor this 
month in. the northwest 
Arctic by a subsidiary 
company of Dome Pet- 
releum Ltd.,, "has 
satisfactorily met all 
requirements set out in the 
environmental operating 
conditions attached to the 
FITCHBURG, MASS, AP-The tall, wobbly figure in 
the nets at Boston Bruins' training camp is writer- 
sportsman George Plimpton, prepping for his debut as 
a Natiopal Hockey League gcahe. 
Details still area being negotiated, but Plimton, 50, 
tentatively is scheduledto defend the goal Oct. 6 at 
Philadelphia's Spectrum in a Bruins exhibition 
against Philadelphia Flyers, said Nate Greenberg, a 
Bruins spokesman. 
Plimton will play in a five-minute segment tacked 
on the regular contest. 
He has boxed with heavy-weight champm s, 
quarter-backeed a pro football team and engaged 
other sports to gather material for magazine artic .s 
and books, including one titled Out of My League. 
Skating inerly about he arena, Plimton started his 
workout Monday, raching a peakperformance when 
he stopped ashot by Dave Forbes with a gloved•hand. 
"My hand still is ringing," Plimtontold reporters. 




BOSTON (AP)  - -  New 
York Yankees are miffed 
that Tuesday's rained-out 
game in Boston against he 
Red Sox has been 
rescheduled asa night game 
at Fenway Park on Wed- 
nesday. 
"They ~ ~ doing this over 
our prol ;ts," Yankees' 
president Gahe Paul said, 
when informed of the 
rescheduling. "We very 
definitely want o play in the 
afternoon Wednesday. 
"They (the Red Sox) know 
that," he continued. "We 
went on the record, both 
verbally and in writing." 
Red Sox officials felt there 
was a better chance of 
playing the game at night in 
view of the predicted 
weather for the Boston area 
on Wednesday. The forecast 
was for rain to continue 
through Tuesday night, 
ending during the  day 
Wedn~eday. 
In the event he game is 
not played Wednesday, it
ma~. have to be held over 
until after the conclusion of 
the regular season. While 
the .Yankees are not 
scheduled on Thursday, the 
Enjoy, ._The Only Afternoon 747 Service Nonstop 
DuilyAt 2p.m. From Vancouver To Toronto. 
No other airline offers you the 
comfort of a 747 flight nonstop from 
Vancouver to Toronto every single 
afternoon. 
But we do. 
We make it easy for you to catch, 
too, by providing daily connecting 
service to Vancouver. ~ ,  
And besides 
treating you to lunch, 
we also give you something else. 
The spirit of thousands of CPAir 
people, the ones you see and the ones 
you don't, who are out to make every- 
thing you want, the way you want it. 
Because we want to be your 
airline to Toronto. 
,~h,  And we're out to 
prove it our way. 
W~.~ ~ With spirit. 
, I  
e• i ,  * 
' i  
,,,'.,... 
, @@i i $ 
•@B Ik• • 
MO •I I. 
. . .  • . 
F Callyour travel agent or us, 
and have agood.flight. 
CPAir[4 
Red Sox will open a four- 
game series in DetrQit 
Thursday night. There is no 
mutual open day next week. 
AVOIDS- CONTROVERSY 
Crew chief Nestor Ch ,lak, 
the American Lea ue's 
senior umpire, refused o be 
drawn into the controversy 
over the rescheduled game 
Ume. "We have nothing to 
do with that," he said. 
The game, marking the 
regular season series' 
windup between the two 
clubs, was postponed'about 
3½ hours before the 
scheduled start after the 
field was inspected by Dick 
Butler, the American 
League supervisor of um- 
pires, and Chylak. 
Managers Billy Martin of 
the Yankees and Don 
Zimmer of the Red Sox 
planned to carry over their 
scheduled pitchers, Mike 
Torrez, 16-12, for New York 
and Luis Tiant, 11-8, for 
Boston. 
The Red Sox moved to 
within 3½ games of the 
Yankees in the AL East race 
with a 6-3 victory Monday. 
Boston and the Baltimore 
Orioles are tied in their 
pursuit of the Yankees. 
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Pipeline agreement 
officially signed 
OTTAWA CP-Canada and 
the U.S. formally signed 
ana agreement Tuesday to 
build a natural gas pipeline 
across the Yukon to move 
Alaskan fuel to U.S. 
markets. 
But indusrty ana 
government officials agree 
it will take up to one year 
beforea all the necessary 
approvals are granted for 
construction. 
The agreement was 
signed by U.S. Energy 
Secretary James 
Schlisigner and Deputy 
Minister Allan MacEachen, 
the two who negotiatied the 
deal in Washington that 
started in August and ended 
this month. 
Under the pact,t the two 
governments agree to a 
pipeline across the Yukon, 
British Columbia and 
Alberta to move Alaskan 
natural gas to market. A 
spur line to move Canadian 
gdas could be added id 
esired in the 1080s. 
MacEachen described it 
as a remarkable feat to 
reach agreement in one 
month of talks, adding that 
the agreement will 
stregthen the traditional 
bond between the two 
countries. 
Schliesinger praise the 
pipeline agreement for 
providing gas to the two 
countries at less cost than 
would otherwise be possible, 
saying he felt it marked the 
start of a new era of co- 
operation between ~the 
governments. 
Schlesinger later repeated 
to reporters comments he 
made in Washington that the 
pipeline will bring large 
additional columes of 
Canadian atural gas to the 
U.S. starting atearly as 1979. 
MacEachen said no 
agreement to ship ad- 
Freeze ordered 
on pipe land 
By JIM POLING 
OTYAWA (CP) -- The 
federal government an- 
nounced Tuesday an im- 
mediate freeze on all new 
land dispositions along the 
route of the proposed 
Alaska-Yukon natural gas 
pipeline. 
The freeze, which will 
include mineral rights, will 
be in effect until the final 
pipeline route has been 
established, said Hugh 
Fanlimer, the new Indian 
affairs and northern 
development minister, in a 
telegram to the Council for 
Yukon Indians (CYI). 
The corridor affected will 
be of sufficient width to 
cover possible route 
changes, the telegram 
added. The only areas ex- 
cluded would be some 
ter r i to ry  surrounding 
municipalities-- lands that 
might Joe required for ex- 
pansion~:~. :i 
~ '~r , to ld  the CYI that 
go'v~r~e'nt: officials have 
[~en told to evaluate with 
the CYI the land affected to 
indentify areas of im- 
poHrtance to native people. 
e also said ne is 
prepared to discuss with the 
natives the possibility of an 
advance payment for native 
land claims. 
An inquiry 
Kenneth Lysyk, which" 
studied the possible 
economic and social im- 
pacts of the pipeline, recom- 
mended that Yukon Indians 
receive $50 million in 
federal funds to help them 
implement their claims. The 
money would be subtracted 
from any final settlement. 
Faulkner's message to the 
CYI was sent as Canada nd 
the U.S. signed an 
agreement on pipeline 
construction. 
The line will carry Alaska 
natural gas to the lower 48 
states and will traverse 
roughly 500 miles of the 
southern Yukon before 
picking up existing lines in 
northern British Columbia 
and Alberta. The route 
generally will follow the 
Alaska Highway. 
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. 
has proposed starting 
construction ext year but 
the CYI, representing the 
7,000 Yukon Indians, has 
said it wants its land claims 
settled and implemented 
first. 
Faulkner said special 
• measures will be im- 
plemented toprotect Yukon 
society from disruptive 
effects of construction and 
to ensure Yukoners benefit 
from economic development 
headed by associated with the pipeline. 
Bank agrees to delay 
in release of employee 
SHERBROOKE, QUE., 
CP-Offlcials of the Caisse 
Popuiaire de Sherbrooke- 
Est conceded a point to the 
kidnappers of Charles 
Marion today, agreeing to d 
delay of up to three horn's 
between payment of a 
ransom and the time of 
Marion's release. 
The concession came in a 
reply to a letter believed to 
be from the kidnappers 
threatening to cut off 
Marion's head if the ransom 
was notpaid within 48 hours. 
Creldt union officials 
agreed to a delay of between 
90 minutes and three hours. 
It had been understood 
earlier that the credit union 
wanted Marion released 
immediately upon payment 
of the ransom. 
"it is evident hat we are 
not happy with you reply," 
the message read. "but in 
order to put an end as soon 
as possible to the detention 
of Charles Marion we 
concede you a delay of from 
12 hours to three hours." 
Thethreat to behead 
Marion was contained in a 
ditional gas has been in- 
eluded in thepipeline 
aggreement, but the U.S. 
energy secretaryf elt he 
had "a pregmatic 
agreement on such ship- 
ments from, Canadian of- 
ficials. He declined to name 
them 
Those shipments would 
come as time swaps, with 
Alberta gas being whipped 
to the U.S. when the 
southern portions of the 
pipeline are completed in 
1979 or 1980. The gas would 
be returned to Canada when 
the Alaskan suppliescome 
on stream around 1982. 
Canadian officials say no 
formal agreement has been 
made and describe such 
proposals as a floating, 
attractive concept. 
Any agreement on natural 
gas swaps will need the 
support of Alberta, the 
producing province, and 
sources a~ that in return 
the prownce wants a 
preferential tariff fr its 
petrochemical products 
going into the U.S. market. 
Although the formal 
• si~ning, attended by Prime 
Minister Trudeau, ameks a 
major milestone for the 
fosthitlsg group, company 
officials agree a lot more 
work remains to be done 
before the pipe laying 
starts. 
' Included is the size and 
operating pressure of the 
p~peline, a matter Foothills 
president Robert Blair says 
m being studied by his 
engineers. 
Foothills propose a four- 
foot diametre pipeline 
operating at a low pressure 
while some U.S. officials are 
pushing to make it a high- 
pressure line. 
Butthroughout reg'ultory 
hearings leading up to the 
proposal Foothills fought a 
rival propsal for a high 
pressure line as an untrie d
technologythat snomo not De 
used. 
RCMP admit 
to one MP bugging 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The RCMP said Tuesday that at 
least once since 1947, a member of Parliament has 
been subjected to electronic surveillance by tile force. 
Robert H. Simmonds, RCMP commissioner, said 
this information contradicts an Aug. 18 statement by 
former commissioner M.J. Nadon that the force had 
not used electronic surveillance against any .MP 
during a criminal investigation since 1947. --  
Simmonds said in a statement he electronic- 
surveillance incident preceded the ~ssing of the 
federal Privacy Act in 1974 and was m no way con- 
nected with security service operations of the force. 
"This action was undertaken on the authority of an 
officer of the force but was not made subject o any 
record or report pertaining to the investigation and 
was thus umdentifiable in force records," he said. 
"It would not have come to light at this time except 
lot the fact that the officer esponsible f lt compelled 
to bring this matter to the commissioner's attention 
after he became aware of the press release of Aug. 18 
and in consideration of the public damage that could 





OTTAWA (CP) -- Ex- 
ternal Affairs Minister Don 
Jamieson urged an in- 
ternational gathering of 
parliamentarians Tuesday 
to continue pressing f~ a 
peaceful transfer of power 
m Rhodesia from fan 
Smith's white minority 
government o the black 
majority. 
In a wide-ranging speech 
on world affairs, Jamieson 
singled out Smith's 
government, supported by 
South Africa, saying it 
"seems resolved to rule or 
ruin the state." 
"None of us can condone 
continued intransigence and 
denial of majority rule by 
the Smith regime in 
Rhodesia," he said in an 
address to parliamentarians 
"from 30 Commonwealth 
countries. 
About 270 elected 
legislators are meeting here 
for the 23rd Commonwealth 
Parliamentary Conference. 
That decision will have to Jamieson urged his 
be made before the com- pany beans to negotiate audience to ensure their countries uphold economic 
thae details of its. financing. sanctions against Rhodesia 
ai'ragements, which also 
will have to be approved b i approved by the United Nations. 
the National Energy Boar , "By continued pressure 
the federal regulatory and continued negotiation 
agency, we must seek a peaceful 
- Run Rutherford, solution," he said. 
executive vice-president of The minister also en- 
Foothills,saldheflguresthe cournged Commonwealth 
financing plan will not be ready for presentation u itl countries to continue 
next fall. 
six-~ge letter sent late 
MOnday to the Daily 
Journal de Montreal. It 
was reported to bear 
Marion's signature written 
seven times as evidence that 
he is still alive. 
Marion, 57, a loans 
manager at the credit union, 
was kidnapped 44 days ago 
from his country cottage in 
Stoke, 15 miles northeast of 
here. A message from the 
kidnapl~ers demanded $1 
million m ransom, but there 
have been reports the credit 
union is offering $250,000. 
Bright forecast oo optimistic 
says consumer group 
adviser to the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Com- 
merce, said he was sur- 
prised at the forecast. 
"There's not much 
tangible vidence things will 
turn out the way it says." 
timistic "although our own 
forecast does, indeed, show 
that we have turned from a 
recession to moderate 
economic growth." 
B.V. Gestrin, vice- 
president and economic 
toronto cp-The Conference 
Board in Canada is being too 
optimistic when it predicts 
that the economy is going 
up," Ruth Lotzkar said 
today. But I do know food, 
clothing, and major ap- 
pliances are going up in 
price." 
Donald Montomery, 
secretary-treasurer of the 
Canadian Labor Congress, 
said the board is "the only 
voice that's whistling that 
tune." 
"The board's batting 
average hasn't been out- 
standin~ enough to make me 
believe it's right and the rest 
of the world is wrong." 
The board, a private 
research group, predicted 
that the Canadian economy 
will be ~row somewhat 
stronger m the nexr 15 
months and that inflation 
will begin to moderato.. 
Dou Peters, a vice- 
president and chief 
economist for the Toronto 
Dominion Bank, decrihed 
the forecast as too up- 
boycotts of sporting or- 
ganizations, teams or 
sportsmen from South 
Africa "or any other 
country where sports are 
organized on the basis of 
race, color or ethnic origin." 
SUPPORTS EFFORTS 
And he stated the Com- 
monwealth's support of 
efforts to end South Africa's 
illegal presence in Namibia 
and the right of,, the 
Namibiam goal of self- 
determination and true in- 
dependence for their 
country." 
Citing Uganda s a source 
Of concern and distress for 
Commonwealth countries, 
Jamiesonsaid 
parliamentarians should not 
take refuge behind the tra- 
dition of non.interference in 
the affairs of other countries 
"when blatant oppression 
LAW OFFICE OPENS 
KARL DOUGLAS 
BARRISTER nN9 SOLICITOR 
ANMOUMOES THE OPENING 
OF Ills PRAOTIOE 
SEPTEMBER 15, 1977 
104-369 OITY CENTRE, KITIMAT PHONE 632-4727 632-4728 
Located between the Credit Union and Douglas Channel Realty 
appears within our mem- 
bership." . " 
The heads of governments 
of Commonwealth countries 
censured I i Amin's rule in 
Uganda at their recent 
meeting in London. "We as 
parliamentarians can do no 
less," Jamieson said. 
Jamieson recalled that 
South Africa was forced to 
leave the Commonwealth 
many years ago because of 
its "outrageous doctrine of 
apartheid." 
Sovereign Quebec 
studied by unity group 
OI~TAW CP-The Task dependent of the Trudeau as itgocs about its work. It 
Force on Canadian Unity is 
leaning more toward 
Quebec proposals for 
soverign association with 
Canada than the current 
form of  federalism as it 
begins its search for a policy 
somewhere between the 
two, reed Scowen, the 
commission's executive 
director, said Tuesday. 
Seowen said the com- 
mission will look at all 
opt ions- inc luding the  
Quebecproposa l  for 
economic association with 
limited political links to 
Canada-m itsm15-month 
~udest for a workable Con- 
eration. 
But he added that he 
came away from the 
commission's first policy 
meeting last Friday con- 
vinced that the group ~vould 
"end up a lot closer to souve- 
rainete-association than the 
status qul" when it offers its 
findings. 
• Seowen top officialat the 
commission led by former 
liberal cabinet minister 
Jean-Luc-Pepin and one- 
time Ontario premeir John 
Roberts, made the com- 
ments at a briefing two days 
before the unity ~roup opens 
a series of heanngs across 
the country. The first is in 
Halifax. 
Unlike other royal 
commissions, the unity 
group plans to make i ts  
views known as it goes 
along, Scowen said. 
It would attempt o an- 
swer three questions: Do 
Canadians believe fun- 
However, using this damental changes are 
example, the minister said neededif Confederation is to 
the Commonwealth "cannot survive and, is so, would 
vigorously demand respect they be willing to accept 
for equality and basic rights such changes ~. What 
in one area or state Unless problems are the results of 
we demand and apply the current power-sharing 
ame standards every- arrangements between t~l 
where." federal and provincia 
Still, he advocated a governments and houw can 
continued goal of they be solved. What do the 
eradicating apartheid "both because it -is right and people feelis good about he current economic, social 
because the conflicts that and political system. 
engenders work their harm The Task Force was 
upon other regions." determined to be in- 
. 
government. It did not 
subscibe to the;country's 
official language law that 
guarantees prople the right 
to deal with the federal 
government in either 
French or English. And it 
did not subscribe to unity 
prescriptions offere by 
Keith Spieer, a former of- 
ficial languages com- 
missioner. 
Scowen described the 
commission"s mission an 
ext remely  pr etentio n s 
undertaking based on the 
belief that 
Canada's unity problem 
could only be solved by 
political, social economic,, 
cultural and psychological 
changes. 
"We are added that he 
expects the commission to 
produce an  exciting 
nationalunity policy offering 
something different than 
wither Quebec m- 
dependence or current 
federalsim. 
He said he would not be 
suprised if ther policy 
became part of the official 
platform of all political 
parties in Canada. 
Scowen said the com- 
mission hopes to work with 
all governments and groups 
was not at war with the 
Parti Quebecois govern- 
ment Quebec. 
As it travelled across the 
country, the commission 
would meet with each 
premeir and members of his 
cabinet before holding 
hearings with tlw public. 
At the briefing, Scowen 
listed several changes in the 
commiss ion '  s t rave 1 
itinerary. It altered the 
dates it would be in Quebec 
City because they coinceded 
with the Nov. 15 anniversary 
of the Parti Quebeeois' 
election,,seowen said. 
Following its Halifax stop 
Sept. 22-24,t the commission 
plans to visit Charlottetewn, 
Oct 6-7, Regina, Oct. 20-22, 
St. John s, Nfld., Oct. 27-28, 
Vacouver Nov. 9-11, Ed- 
monton and Clagary Nov. 
17-19, Quebec City Nov. 24- 
26, Toronto Nov. 26.29, New 
Bruinswick cities Jan. 11-12, 
Montreal Jan. 16-18 and 
northern cities Jan.25-29. 
Local organizers are 
selecting groups to appear 
before the commission, 
Seowen said. There would 
be question and answer 
sessions at the end of each 
hearing and either Pepin or 
Robarts would sum up. 
Please send me.~._Copies of "Roots" 
by Alex Haley. 
Send $14.S0 & Postage .4S $14.95 
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Getting'ul 'for 
your sh i f t  
can be a downer  
for everybody. 
Playing around with mood altering drugs is 
dangerous anytime. Bui in a work situation, 
it can be more than dangerous-it can be 
deadly! For you. And for the co-workers 
who are depending on you. 
And uppers aren't the only villains. 
Any prescribed medication, - 
misused or mixed with . ~  
alcohol, can cause problems. Problems you 
may not be able to cope with. 
Before you pop any kind of pill, prescription 
or otherwise, be aware of the problem involved. 
COMPENSATION 
BOARD o, e,.,.s. COLUMBIA 
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Quebec power failure Gas-guzzlers Patients safe afar fire 
causes rush-hour chaos off tax hook rages in hospital 
By LEW DIGGS formerly housed nuns. occurred in the evaeuatlon 
MONTREAL (CP) -- for 25 minutes and two steady rain and an- WASHINGTON (Reuter) miles to a U.S. gallon. MONTREAL (CP)- The The psyehiatristsaidfour of patients at that time. 
Nearly all of the province of shuttle flights to Ottawa seasonably cold tern- -- Lresident Carter suffered However, the future of this staff of the east-end Louis- area hospitals, the Canadian Another fire in May, lgT~ 
~luebec and its six million were cancelled, peratures which hovered a defeat Tuesday in his legislation remains doubfful H ippolyte Lafonta ine Armed l~orces and the Red destroyed another wing of 
residents were left without around six degrees Celsius. energy conservat ion  since the House has not hospital were working the hospital, the largNt 
psychiatric institution in 
Quebec, but sp in  there 
were no serious injuries. 
electricity by a power 
failure late Tuesday af- 
ternoon which created 
chaotic conditions for rush- 
hour commuters here. 
Within an hour Hydro- 
Quebec crews had suc- 
ceeded in restoring power to 
scattered rural areas, and 
service was brought back in 
stages to parts of Montreal 
and Quebec City before two 
hours had elapsed. 
A Hydro spokesman said 
the power failure at 3:25 
p.m.EDT was the result of a 
breakdown at the Mon- 
tagnats sub-station in the 
northeastern part of the 
province. Power was cut 
|tom three high-voltage 
lines from the Churchill 
Falls, Nfld., generating 
station. 
Flights into and out of 
Montreal's Dorval. airport 
were delayed as air traffic 
controllers struggled to 
bring in planes without 
radar. At nearby Mirabel 
airport, service was delayed 
"It's a bad time of the day 
to have it happen," said 
Charles Simpson, Air 
Ca. nada's vicepresident for 
mght operations. 
Traffic lights here were 
knocked out causing huge 
tieupa as Montrealers 
emptied out of downtown 
offices and tried to-make 
their way home. 
The Metro, the city's 
subway system, was 
knocked out and passengers 
had to be escorted to 
stations from stalled trains, 
a transit department official 
said. 
"There are lightsin all the 
tunnels and the, people are 
being walked out to 
stations," the official said. 
"There is no alarm." 
Canadian National's elec- 
trified commuter rail 
service was halted, and 
inter-city trains were being 
held up for more than an 
hour. 
Commuters turned away 
from the Metro stood in long 
lines waiting for buses in a 
Taxis were hard to come 
by and hitch-hikers who 
couldn't get a ride aban- 
doned their effort and 
started to walk, As a result 
gogram when the U,S. passed a s~nilar 
nate finance committee prohibition. 
defeated a tax on gas- The committee, r~ll must 
guzzling cars. decide what to uo about 
The committee knocked taxes on crude oil proposed 
overtime late Tuesday to 
care for about 1,500 mental 
mtients evacuated from a 
~spital wing that was 
.~verely damaged by fire, 
hospital officials said. 
About 200 firemen battled 
of travel problems, uni- the tax from the energy bill by Carter. 
versities and junior colleges by an 11-to-5 vote despite an Dome 
cancelled night classes, administration plea that the the fire for five hours before 
Candles were lit in some taxwas essential to Carter's containing it in the three- 
stores and police reported a program to save fuel to curb storey west wing, where An estimated 880 beds 
number of people trapped in rising oil imports,  strikes oil flames first eruptodonthe were destroyed in the eeven- 
elevators. TheHouseof top floor early Tuesday alarm fire. 
Police also reported a Representatives has passed CALGARY (CP) -- Dome afternoon. All the patients De Guise said hospital 
spate of complaints about the key parts of Carter's Petroleum Ltd. of Calgary were evacuated safely, administrators had not 
biwglar alarms which were energy program, including said Tuesday utural gw hospital officials said. decided whether to request 
tripped when the power high taxes on domestic has been encountere4MJL The fire spread rapidly, permission to transfer 
failure occurred, crude oil, the gas-guzzling three wildcat wells being whippedby brisk winds, and patients to other in- 
The blackout also knocked tax and new taxes on the drilled by Canadian Marine left only the shell of the stitutlons. 
out computers at the industrial use of oil and Drilling Ltd. (Canmar) in grey-stone building en- He said the possibility 
the Beaufort Sea. veleped in flames, would be discus'~.~d today 
Three firemen and with Quebec Social Affairs 
Montreal and Canadian 
stock exchange, inter- 
rupt ing late-afterno¢ 
trading. 
In 1975, a break in the 
735,000-volt transmission 
line connecting the Manic 
power site and Quebec City 
plunged the province and 
parts of Ontario and New 
Brunswick into darkness for 
4½ hours. ~ 
New U.N. members admitted 
du ng colorful opening 
Fr --  R this session by acclamation, officers will be elected and 
UNITED NATIONS (CP) Intense haggling is ex- an agenda adopted from 
-- Vietoam and the former pected to involve Israel and among 126 issues 'ranging 
French colony of Djibouti South Africa during the from such perennial items 
were admitted as members three-month session, as disarmament, human 
Tuesday shortly after the Israel has become the rights and terrorism to a 
32nd United Natioons target of many UN mere- request by Grenada Prime 
Geseral Assembly opened in hers - - inc lud ing  i ts  Minister Eric Gairy for 
a swirl of colorful costumes traditional ally, the United debate on the "phenomenon 
States--for expanding of unidentified flying oh- 
Jewish settlements on the jects." 
But the showing of this 
session is likely to be based 
on what the world body can 
do to help resolve the con- 
fliets and potential conflicts 
in southern Africa and the 
Middle East. 
Outside the assembly hall, 
scores of demonstrators 
gathered near the  South 
African Mission to protest 
against he prison death of 
Steve Bike, a former student 
leader generally considered 
the founder of the black 
~oOWer movement B lack 
nsciousnees. 
West Bank of the Jordan 
River. South Africa is a 
perennial target for its 
racial policies and for not 
yet granting independence 
to the disputed territory of 
South-West Africa. 
CONTINUES BOYCOTT 
For the third year in a 
row, South Africa is 
boycotting the assembly to 
avoid being ejected, as 
happened in 1974. 
The admission of Vietnam 
and Djibouti swelled UN 
ranks to 149 members. 
Later in the week, other 
worn by many delegate 
from more than 140 coun- 
tries. 
Formal opening of the 
session was delayed almost 
two hours in a dispute over 
whether Cambodia should 
be given a vote. Informed 
sources aid Cambodia, now 
known as Democratic 
Kampuchea, refuses to pay 
$36,984 in back dues in- 
curred by the Ousted regime 
of Gen. Lon NoI. 
The problem later was set 
aside and Deputy Foreign 
Minister Lazar Mojsov of 
Yugoslavia was chosen tKe 
assembly's president fol 
Secret nuclear talks starts 
plosives. 
The other countries at the 
talks are Belgium, 
Czechoslovakia, France, 
West Germany, East 
Germany, Italy, Japan, the 
Netherlands, Poland, Seden 
and Switzerland. 
concern is the spread of 
knowledge of three sensitive 
technologies- repreeessing 
of .spent nuclear fuel 
uranmm enrichment, and 
heavy water production - 
which could be used by non- 
nuclear countries to help 
manufacture atomic ex- 
LONDON (Reuter) 
Canada, the U.S., the Soviet 
Union, Britain, and 11 other 
technologically-advanced 
countries began a secret 
metting Tuesday to tighten 
safeguards against he risk 
of spreading nuclear ex- 
plosives. 
The British foreign office 
said these countries "share 
a common responsibility to 
ensure that nuclear exports 
do not contribute to the 
proliferation of nuclear 
weapons, 
The announcement satu 
the countries already have 
achieved harmony in their 
nuclear export policies ~d 
are holding a two day 
meeting of senior officials 
and experts. 
They are meeting as 
members of the so-called 
nuclear suppliers club 
which for thelast wo years 
has' been outlining a "cede 
of behavior" to prevent he 
spread of nuclear weapons. 
The meeting's main 
i 
re  Price. zses slack off 
OTTAWA (CP)- Con- The federal agency said 
sumer price increases hi~her shelter and  food 
during August ranged from prices accounted for most of 
a high of 1.3 percent in St. the increase. 
John's Nfld., says a 
Statistics Canada survey of The 12 month inflation 
1 major cities released rates for the three cities 
Tuesday. were 10.1 percent for 
The rate of increase Regina, 9.1 percent for 
nationally was four-tenths of Saskatoon and 7.8 percent 
one percent, he lowest since for St. John's. The national 
last December. rate was 8,3 percent. 
Use fresh chilled poultry within two days. 
A visit from British Co/umbia Deve/opment Corporation 
Loans to businesses 
The Business Assistance Division of the British 
Columbia Development Corporation invites secondary 
manufacturing, processing and other businesses to 
discuss their financing needs with our representative 
who will be visiting your area on the following dates: 
TERRACE VISIT 
September 22nd from 11:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Mr. K. F. Cassidy, Business Assistance Division, will be 
at the Lakelse Motor Hotel. Telephone: 635.2287. 
For appointments phone: Vancouver, 689-8411 (Collect) 
Cross were supplying 
supplementary bedding. 
Hospital officials aid that 
within the next few days 
they expected to be able to 
move as many as 600 
patients hack into a wiqg 
adjacent to the 80 year old 
Nelligan pavilion where 
thefire started. 
natural gas. 
In another setback for the 
president, the committee 
voted to keep almost "~;1 
billion in annual federal tax 
deduct ions  a l lowed 
motorists against state and 
local fuel taxes. 
The House had voted to 
eliminate this tax deduction 
as part of the Carter energy 
plan. 
The Senate has passed a 
separate bill that would 
outlaw any car sold in the 
U.S. that gets less than 16 
Or write: 
Business Assistance Division 
British Columbia Development Corporation 
272 Granville Square 
200 Granville Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1S4 
Canmar, Dome's wholly- 
owned subsidiary, isdrilling 
the wells for Dome and 
~nartners, including Hunt 
ternationai, Columbia 
Gas, Gulf Aquitaine, 
Brascan, Norcen and Mobil, 
which have varying in- 
terests in the wells. 
A statement said testing 
of the wells, off the 
Mackenzie Delta com- 
munity of Tuktoyaktok, Will 
be delayed until more 
drilling has been done. 
L 
a 
security guard were treated 
for smoke inhalation. 
Director Jean-Guy De 
Guise said most patients, 
about half of them more 
than 55 years old, were 
taken to the hospital capsl 
and cafeteria, where they 
were being fed. 
De Guise said staff were 
moving patients from the 
cafeteria nd chapel into an 
adjacent, empty wing that 
Minister Denis Lazure, a 
former director of Louis- 
Hi~tpely teLafontaine. 
aff members aid the 
fire was the worst of three 
fires that have broken out at 
the mental hospital, which 
houses 2,700 patients, in less 
than a year and a half. 
Last November, a fire 
which started in the kitchen 
caused more than $2 million 
in damages. No injuries 
,= ! .~ 
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From October I, i977 to April 30,1978" 
the "Queen of Prince Rupert" sails to Vancouver 
(Tsawwassen Terminal)twice a week, 
Going south for business or pleasure? Moving? Trucking? You'll find 
B.C. Ferries new service to Vancouver more attractive than ever. 
We're pleased to offer you new off-season fares for passengers and 
vehicles, new stateroom rates, "Sail 'n Save" excursion fares and 
group fares. No matter how you wish to travel aboard the "Queen of 
Prince Rupert", we've got a deal for you. 
Departures from Prince Rupert are every Tuesday at 10:30 PM, every 
Saturday at 10:00 AM. From Vancouver Mondays and Thursdays. 
See your travel 
agent or phone... 
Prince Rupert 
624-9627 
BRITISH COLUMBIA FERRY CORi RATION 
1045 Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1P6 
' Except  February  re f i t  por iod .  
P 
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Brown still talking 
on, VRB closure move 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Op- 
position MLA Rosemary 
Brown, saying she still 
believes in miracles, 
Tuesday continued her 
filibuster to save the Van- 
couver Resources Board 
(VRB) by speaking for 
almost four hours in the 
British Columbia 
legislature. 
Brown's extended speech 
to hold up passage of Bill 65, 
the Community Resources 
Boards Amendment Act, 
1977, began late Monday for 
more than half an hour, and 
lasted Tuesday for more 
than three hours. 
"I still believe in miracles 
... and I'm really sorry that 
the miracle to save the 
VRer  se ovuur co ecs 
Board did not materialize," 
said Brown (NDP-- Van- 
couver-Burrard), speaking 
in a soft and deliberate 
voice, designed to ease the 
strain on her vocal chords• 
On her desk she had a 
bottle of throat spray. 
"R's what all the opera 
stars use," said Brown, who 
has pledged to remain 
dressed inblack throughout 
her filibuster in respect for 
the passing of the VRB. 
The NDP human 
resources critic said 
Monday she has enough 
material to speak for up to 
100 hours and plans to do her 
best to meet that goal. 
RECITED POETRY 
During her speech 
Tuesday, Brown recited 
poetry and nursery rhymes, 
read extracts from the 
works of Franz Kafka, and 
listed all 76 Vancouver 
community service organ- 
izations which have stated 
their opposition to Human 
Resources Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm's plan to 
dismantle the VRB. 
Brown was given several 
rest periods during her 
speech when fellow NDP 
MLAs raised points of order 
objecting to Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs Minister 
Rafe Mair reading 
newspapers in the 
legislative chamber• 
House rules prohibit the 
reading of newspapers, 
except for members who are 
preparing speeches. 
Besides Vander Zalm, 
Malr was the only govern- 
ment minister to sit through 
most of Brown's speech. As 
well, opposition and 
government hackbench 
attendance hovered jusl 
above the quorum level of 10 
for most of the afternoon. 
Mair put down his 
newspaper the first time it 
was brought to the 
Speaker's attention and be- 
~ reading a history of the 
ond World War. 
However, he later began 
reading the newspaper 
again, which led to more 
opposition protest. 
Mair saidin an interview 
that the/reason for the lack 
of audience for Brown's 
spee~eh was that "obvionsly, 
n-obOdy's got any interest 
listening to it, because she s 
stated her intent to 
filibuster." 
At one point in the speech, 
Vender Zaim was accused 
by Brown of falling asleep. 
The minister was maning 
back in his chair with his 
eyes closed when Brown 
made her remark. 
With Vander's attention 
~a'med. Brown recited a 




V•YR" ROGER SMITH NON, B.C. (CP) - -  
Complex revenue-sharing 
formulas and land-use 
contracts, along with 
garbage dumps and national 
unity, will be' topics dis- 
cussed beginning today at 
the annual convention of the 
Union of British Columbia 
Municipalities. 
About 700 delegates 
representing B.C.'s 138 
municipalities will vote on a 
record 109 resolutions and 
will hear addresses by 
Municipal Affairs Minister 
Hugh Curtis and federal 
Justice Minister Ron 
Basford; 
They also will consider 
unpleasant smells. 
. Julie Glover, a planner for 
the B.C. Planning Com- 
mission, said in an interview 
Tuesday that urban 
dewellers turn up their 
noses more quickly at the 
smell of manure than they 
do at the smell of a pulp 
mi l l•  . 
"Farming isn't con- 
sidered a business by many 
• people," she said. "Most 
people in a community are 
more willing to put up with 
the smell of a pulp mill 
because it's money to them. 
"But farming's money 
too." 
She said" urban-rural 
Trawlers fined 
VICTORIA (CP)--Two 
Soviet trawlers were or- 
dered Tuesday to post bonds 
of $500,000 while the ships' 
masters await trial on two 
counts of con~avention of
the Canadian Fisheries Act. 
The two trawlers, the 
Drushba and the Ugolyni, 
were escorted Sunday to 
Ogden Point near here on 
grounds they were fishing in 
a restricted area called La 
Perouse Bank, 19 kilometres 
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_7i 30 Truth or Consequence 
8 ~,ts !~ Oregon TrailContContCon~Cont 
conflict in the Olmnagan governments. )l I I~ ;:~ 
region relates primarily to "And they have not," he =----- - - - - - - .  
spraying programs, while said. "They've gone in l t t  
recreational and ranching exactly the opposite :is £U land uses provide problems direction." . 
in the Car]boo. tie cited two examples-- 
FORMULAE PROPOSED Agriculture Minister Jim 4 4 
But in the Fraser Valley, Nielsen's final say on use of B / 
where livestock is the major land in a~icultural and' J .  £ :~ 
agricultural activity in reserves and veto power of 
areas bordering small Curtis in local by]a~}s---of 
towns, smell is a big growing concentration of 1 9 i~ 
problem, she said. authority. £ L i~ 
"What concerns me is this The ministry of 
agriculture has worked out total lack of delegation of 
two formulas that consider authority." __  _ 
such factors as number of 
animals and manure- 
handling systems,.;she said, 
and provide a :way  of 
regulating land use that is 
more sophisticated than 
simple zoning. 
She said the new system, 
which would be im- 
plemented through 
municipal bylaws, "will 
help resolve some of the 
conflicts between urban 
people and farmers, 
especially those with 
livestock." 
An issue that promises to 
be hotly debated is Bill 42, 
the Municipal Amendment 
Act, which makes changes 
in land-use control and gives 
the municipal ~ af|airs 
ministry power to override 
any mumcipal or regional 
bylaw. 
Regional district 
rmetev i  t a t  
Tuesday in advance of the 
conference and gave notice 
that Curtis will meet oppo- 
sition when he addresses the 
UBCM today. 
"I think our fear is cen- 
tralization," . said Jack 
Campbell, mdyor of Po~t 
Coqultlam and chairman of 
the Greater Vancouver 
Regional~ District. 
He said the Social Credit 
govez'nment was elected 
after promising to give 
greater autonomy to 
municipal and regional 
Mayor Pat Duke of 
Lumby who became UBCM 
president when .alderman 
Mel Benson of Dawson 
Creek was defeated In 
municipal elections last fall, 
is more pleased with the 
UBCM's relationship with 
Curtis. 
He said the minister has 
made some changes recom- 
mended by the UBCM and 
has agreed to discuss 
others. 
Policy is one of co- 
operation, not con- 
fronlation, "said Llumby in 
a statement given to 
delegates when they 
registered, "while at the 
same time not loaing sight of 
our right to objective 
criticism when that is 
necessary, nor our right to 
disagree when the rights of 
mnn]cipalities and regional 

















Where the The Lucy Show 
Sky Begins The Lucy Show 
MaryTyler Wlnsday 





Wolfman Jack Grizzly Adams 
Show Grizzly Adams 
Maior League Grizzly Adams 
Baseball Grizzly Adams 
St. Louis Car- Eight is Enough 
dlnals Eight Is Enough 
vs Eight Is Enough 
Ntontreal Expos Eight Is Enough 
in Movleof the Week 





This week Cont' 
In Baseball Cont' 
The National • CTV News 
Night News 
Final Hour 
The Western Final 
The Late Show: 
"The Captains 
and the Kings" 
Parts 5 end 6 
GIANT B INGO 
Sat .  Sept .  24 
SKEENA JR. D SECONDARY 
TOTAL PRIZES • ,S ,~ 
JACKPOT • ~1,000 oo 
PLUS - SCAVENGER GAME 
MAIN CARD - $6.00 
ADDITIONAL CARDS - $2.00 
22 
s , l i t :00  Wheel Of Friendly Giant Jean Cannem 
: 15 Fortune Nk)n Ami Show 
It's Anybody's Mr. Dressup Definition 
ii Guess Mr. Dressup Definition 
l i :00 Shoot For Sesame First 
: 15 The Stars Street Impressions 
:30 Chico And Sesame Hot 
i 2 1 i  TheMen ~treet Hands 
• Hollywood Noon 
Squares Bob McLean 
Days Of Show News 
~ our Lives Cent" Movie Matinee "What's a 
i 
I ; :00 Days Of I Dream Nice Girl 
:lS Our Lives of Jeannle Like You...?'" 
:30 The Dodors Hollywood Brenda Vaccaro 
I I :,IS The Deer.ors Squares Jack Warden 
2 i~  Another Ryan's Another 
World Hope World 
Another Edge Of Another 
~45 World Night World 
61 I i~  Movie: Take Alan Hamel 
Ill "The Great Thirty Show 
~/ 14S Bank Robbery" Celebrity Alan Hamel 
Zero Mmtel Cooks Show 
t -00 KIm Novak Eye of the sanford and Son 
: 15 CIInt Walker Beholder Cont 
:30 Larry.Stroch OneNthn• The Gong Show 
:~ Aklm Tamlroff ~mmer The Gong Show 
FEATURING THIS WEE 
RENTALS 
$1§.00 ~! 9 a.m. - § p.m. § p.m. - 9 a.m. 
(oleaner optional) 
WEEKENBS $30.00 Sat. §:30 p.m. -Tues. 9 
(share it with your friends) 
GORDON & ANDERSON 
635-6576 LTD, 
Store Hours: Tues to Sat. 9a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
4606 LAZELLE AVE 
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'LOOKING 
FOR A JOB' 
kaA 
FOe 
The Herald, 3212 Kalum 5trent ' 
P.O. Box399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone635.63S7.Terrece 
Subscription rates: Single Copy • 
;20 cents. Monthly by carrler 
Three Dollars ($3.00). '. 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. Sanlor Citizens $20.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment o f  
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day at publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
wo~d thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
Welght WatChers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p,m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue• 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
'Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be In room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
Invited to attend. For part- 
nership or Information phone 
635.7356. (CTF) 
~oyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur. 
sday every month at 6 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (df)  
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 63S- 
2847 or 635-3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
3442. 
Meeting . Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
14. Business Personal  
E.W. ~ndscaplng 
Box 454, Terrece, B.C. 
Specializing In Lands, Trees, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Core - In~ & Erosion Control, 
Fencl~ & Cantruof Blasting 
63S41R3 
EUGEN WOESTE 
(¢-20,21,22 end of Sept.) 
ABLE ELECTRI¢LTD. 
Refrlgoratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
5176 or ~1231. (off) 
ABLE ELECTRIC  LTD 
Clans A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eelmatee. Phone 635.3876 
or 638-1231. (cff) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
• Iobless. Phone 635.453S. 3238 
Katum. (ctf) 
Web5 Refripration 
4623 SOUCIG 635.2188 
@ 
I AU,hor,zod I 
Servlce Depot J 
Repelrs to Refrigerators i 
Freezers, W'eshers, Dryers, 
Right of way falling and green 
Drade contract wanted for 
owner operator, newly rebuilt 
grade shovel. Phone 635.3724. 
(P-14.15.16) 
15. Found 
Found Gelding .Horse probable 
cross between Morgan & 
Quarter Horse, white sex and 
48. Suites for  Rent  
Furnished or unfurnished studioJ 
or 1 bedroom apartments. I 




4456 Little Avenue 
Sleeplng rooms, housekeeplng 
unlts, centrally located. Fully 
furnlshed. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drlnkers 
~nly. Phone 635-6611. "(ctf) 
K EYSTON E COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 .  4603 Scott. One, 
two and three bedroom apart, 
ments. Laundry & Storag~ 
area. Near schools am 
downtown. Clean, quiet 






' 4931 Wa Ish Avenue 
Suite 113 
Ter race ,  B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove; 
drapes, carpet, re¢. area, 
sauna end pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets, 
49. Homes  for Sale 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. white flash. 5120 Halliwell 635. House for Sale: 
(Ladies of the Royal Purple) - 9400 or 635.5850 Ask for Rod. 3 bedroom house with wall to 
~con.d and Fourth Monday of..:{pd2.14) " . . : . '  i ".wall carpet-full basement gas 
NtonTn wn , ' ' .~" ;. ~.:: : . ,  . : . .~ heat closeto schools and to . 
First Annual General Meeting" : "19,"He lP .Wanted " "  • ' " Drive by 4921 Park of phone for :.... • • . ' ' • " ' 635.7382 or 635.7594 (p-12-14-16- 
of the Terrace Asseclatlon" fo~.. ' 
the summer school of Am,  will ' .6~tera.I office help requlrecl for ' ! 7.'19"21"1"3"5"7-9"11) 
be held at 8" 00 p m Tues Sept . ' 'amall°ff lce' Reesonabletypln~i ' . . . '~ 
27, 1977 In" the" lobby of, t~ ' .  S'.l~d a,en. t lal . -  Re.ply to BOX. ~ed~oc~ I~;ogen~;rncne°~Sr: ' 
.~.E M Lee Theatre (p.~-27) "'.11~ t.he ~Datly. Hera io~'sm1.1ng. , . . . .  
~ " ' " ' " ' J '  . .: ," i~X'~l'll;ncb "and sa!ary-l lx-. :inlcuo.es rec. room: W.:W. 
The "catholic Wonlens L~gue" "~d ' "{~)  . . . . .  " ~a:ll~yVll~gnc~:[a~r:dan~:rarl:; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , Y • - 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea' "TAXIDRIVERS pelntment to view phone 635. 
and Bazzaar on Sat. oct. 29th at 
the Verltas Auditorium. (df) 
r,-I'r 
Canadian. Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday at Thorhlll 
Elementary School 7:00 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thorhill. Further 
Information call 635.5486. or 635. 
7425. 
The Terrace Blueback Swlm 
Club wlll be holdlng reglstratlon 
Wed. Sept. 21 from 7.9 p.m. and 
Sat. Sept 24 from 10.12 noon at 
the beard room of the Terrace 
Pool. For further Informatlon. 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and pol ice permit 
required. Contact manager, 
'Terrace Tax i .  635.2242. (df) 
Permanent Part. Time work 
available for RN or RNA In 
Terrace to  per fo rm Ear 
Piercing at organized Clinics. 
If you enjoy meeting the public, 
are tashlon conscious and well. 
groomed, calh (416( 624-2444. 
(c- 12-13.14-) 
Relief Houseparents. Local 
group home requires relief 
muplefor approximately 8 days 
7441 days 635.3210 after 6:30 
p.m. +p.11-16) 
Four bedroom house with un. 
finished basement on 5 acres of 
lend. Across from N.W.C.C. 
also work shop 60' x 40' wide and 
20' high. On 12.5 acres, V= mile 
from city Limits. For. more 
Information phone Houston 845- 
2926 or write to Box 580. (p.Oct 
14) 
Cozy home, close to schools and 
town, 3 bedrooms, lar9e kit- 
chen, dining, area. Full 
basement and carport. Priced 
• -•  " .• .  r l  I 
57. A u ~ ~ . i : : ' 6 8 . ' ;  Lega l  , .: ' :  : 
~ -  -..'. "Regarding Examinlatlonts 
1970 Ford Custorn. • Pour ar~ '"'Licenset~Scale Le~s 
sedan,  302.  cubic. ' l r l ch , ' .  Examination for-'~ilcense, to 
automatic,. 'Prff:ed. to sel l .  • • sca le  logs in the Interior will be 
Phone 635~235 or ~.5~28 ~(~-tt)., he ld • in "Tei'race. The 
1973 Dart Swl, ger,:2 cl00r.ahard. e,x,a=m~na,~I~ w i l l  be preceded 
tepwith vlngleroof, 6 cycllnder, '. ~=~ :,,,',~,~"~',~'~,',~"~.,,, ; _  "P l  
automatic, power steerl.ng, rear '  I~e"~'e;d"as'~ollo~'~' " "~ ..... 
window dcefogger; ;:Ek~e!ieli) PLACE= lerrace" " 
Shape with39000 mileS.: 1 own.or. DATE OF SCALING COURSE 
635-7532. (pd2-13'!4) ' ;;~ . . . .  (~'t. 17-27 
. . . .  - - '  ' DATE OF SCALING EXAM 
L" i" " ' '  i ~ : ' " " ~" 28' 1977 
• ~l'he course at instruction Is. 1965 GMC 5 TON " "" 
equipped with power " 
wln'-h. Price $1500.00. Phone" 
636.1676. (P-14-16-17-19-21) 
•k  
1973 Vega G.T. Idudlng winter 
tires. Auto, Many extras. In 
very good condltlon. For further 
Information. Phone 635-5191. (p- 
13.16) 
Transfers. Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wightman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN 'agent. 4611 
Lakelse AVe. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (c t f )  
~9T/ Mercury Monarch. 2dr .  
Like new condition. Low 
mllage. Phone after 5:Do p.m. 
635.2303 (c-7-16) 
58. Mob i le  Homes  
197412x60 Bendix mobile home. 
2 bedroom partially furnished 
fully skirted with Jeey shack. 
available, free~f charge, to any 
ioferes+ed person. 
The examination must be at. 
tended by per..~oos currently 
holding an "Appolntmont of 
Acting Scaler". To these people 
the examination is free of 
charge. All other persons will 
be charged en examination fee 
of $25.00. 
Application forms for the 
examlnatloo (F.S. 67, 1969) may 
be obtained from any Ranger 
office. They must be completed 
end available for presentation 
at the examination. Candidates 
are required to qual i fy  
citizenship by preeentatlon of 




Your hear i~  '." :In'Tw0 
harder when ~.I  ' "' 
you're not in the' I 
E 
game. Get fit ~ I 
and turn the .J 
Try some. t ,~ j I  
PORrlOP=?LTIO~n ~° " J
Soft, Loose, Cozy 
Hold everythmg in this Sizes! handsome 0vet.the.shoulder bag. 
In lwo sizes! It's 7',~x10-%x2 
m(~hes w0th one strap if you 
it of one strand of rug 
10~x15x3 inches with 
~.back straps in 2 strands. 
794: directions. 
!or each pattein - cash, 
or money order. Md 
ach pattern for first- 
~ail and ~ndling. Send 
;re Wbeeler, Needlecraft 
(insed name of ),our 
Address (Oot. reddeete 
sales tax). Print plainly 
Number, Your Name, 
i. 
VALUE-J978 NEEDLE- 
catalog. 225 designs 
)se trom~ 3 free inside. 
ts, Knit. Crochet ...... 75¢ 
Its 'n' Ornaments..$1..50 
Show-Offs .......... $1.50 
f Fuff Quilts ....... $|.2S 
n' Patch Quilts ..... $1,25 
l with Squares ...... $1.00 
t a Wardrobe ........ $1.00- 
i~ quilts ........... $1.00 
Crochet . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1.00 
Knit Book .......... $1.25 
~ nt Bouk ......... $1.00 roohet Book ....... $1.00 
I Crochd Book ...... $1,00 
:Crochet Book ...... $1,00 
:Macrame Bouk....$L00 
: Meney Book ....... $1.00 
rte Gift Dook ........ $1.00 
de Afghans #14....$1,00 
.e Af~ans #]2 ........ 75d 
116~..iib #1 ......... 75¢ 
Museum Quilt Bouk #2 ...... 75~ 
£ ~ I . 6 W ~ L  15 Quilts for Today #3: ...... 75, 
Bouk ot 15 Jiffy Ruis ........ 7N 
NOTICE TOCREDITORS 
Best offer. Phone 635.5292 after 
6:00p.m. (C.14.15.16) Estate of the deceased: 
, PINKE,, Jenee o,k.a. PINKE, 
s,,, FUNNYSIDE 
12X68-3 bedroom Safeway John, late of No. 1 . 5se Park 
laundry Room, finished mud Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
room Large Sundeck.: Located Credlters and  others heving 
onafuIlylandsceped:~cholcelot c la ims aga ins t  the said 
at copperside. Ph0ne1635.446i.. estate(s) are hereby required to 
(C.Sept 30. ' .." ' : ~ : . send them duly verlfled to the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  "PUBLIC TRUSTEE,  63S 
MOBILE HOME..I~S2~..,':,:." i;~Burrord Street, V.encouver, " '. . .... ~' . 
2 bedroom furnt~ed;iprl'ce..~J,e.t:i:'..B;C~V~C2LT~beforethe26thof ' . .__ • _ . . . . i  " . . : .  '." . . . /  
$5,800 00 Phone 6~]676 (P,, 14- after whl • ; !  ,,. i :  .,,:..:"'! .... ,:; .... d,*e' e:ess ts :" .' 
15"16"!7d9i2~)':'.-..;. :". ;:~::~.'~'~'"."*":'~the :'.sald estate(~,)';w(ll :be . ~T '"~"*'.  "" '" '  / ' '  ' " J k  
' • ".~" " "  ~"""  "'!. ,'""'"~listrll~ted,'havlng.regardonly So slim smart soft it IooI~ ' "' '- {'  
Waller; Fblly fui'nl~lhed;'."~et'up.'-'~-elVed. : . .  : . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  : . . " " "  6 ....~trjn~,,,. . . . . . .  ~n "~limmin,~ • "' i" ' ' " " "I " " ~ ' I  + ' r 
in ptcfuresqu~ Sra~n~s .Ibl;Znd ~ ." : ...... : . . . . .  ~. • ' "  ' .  "' . . Comhioe four colors of synthei~c- . - 
trailer..l~eH(.": .M~:"  ~idl;,9~y."..'CL'IHTOH! W~ FOOI"E, ~:..." ," '~" • worsted .~ for • this veisatite ' :' " "~ ' /'7"1 ,~ 
reason:ab, l~ :W'(ce'::Cpil:.iS.~)~T:,~ PUi~l~lC T.I~U~,TEE~,~: ':~-~, ~.: ," .:~est~.ouq. ,wear,,'f.or~.,~k~-,.~; ,. :L.,, ....... ~:-//~'],. ,1~ ..... '. 
preferebl'y'e~/onlhgs,'.:{id~]r" ;.-.".'.: ,"'(c~11,~Mi19,3) " ::. .... ~': ,"~..' '. '- weekends. Easy.croohet Pattern" :'i ' .' . - ' .  " ]/. / ~t r :  . . . . .  
• : " : " ;:', ' " :,' " , , " ,  ; ' ... ' • -606: Sizes 38-48 incl. ' . . . .  . I ,  
Traller and  addlt'lon:~:.iot"In".' ': " :  'ESTATE~SALE. " $1.25 for each pattern ~- cash,'. :. ' ... • : ~ I ~.i 
Th.orhhl l l ,  l:awn,...gr.eep.!~.'u.se, ".The Estate of  :Ge0i'ge L i f t  e, ~qUea;l~ ;:t~:~n °~doerr"f~d' " :  " " '  ~]~ '1 
and woodShed, Will .'conSlOer ' 'offers for sale • the fo l  . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' "" . . . . .  s " Ph-ne " 638 "64i' . , owmg class me, ano nano,ng, ae, o ' , ' ! 
Traae . ' o • "~ Estate property, located In to: Laura Wheeler, Needl~rdt evenlegs, and weekends.. (p-'. Terrace, B.C. "WE'LL TRY SHOCK TREATMENT - BRING HIS ; ;LLr' 
1,10,11,1d,15,16,19,20,21,3,4~5) Lots one ,to five Inclusive, and 
12x64 Country Estate on extra .  Blocks 4 and 11, located on 
large landscaped Iof, n(~ai-.Golfi r=, lo  n We • between Glacier 
Course Phone 638.1507 for . . . . .  'Glass and the Curling Rink. 
me.re details. (c.10,11,14,15,16) Block 3, and the western portion 
r of Block 5, onthe north side of 
!1 bedroom trailer for rent 8x38' • .. Llftle Avenue. : 
frldge and steve, table .with 2 
chelrs.$eSa month. West-erhoff BIdswlll'beaccepted fo Oofober 
Apts. Nelson Rd.  New Remo, 31st, 1977. The hlghestoffer Or 
Phone 635~904. (I)-12-13.14-) any offer, not necesearlly ac- 
, cepted. Cash preferred. 
Oept,; (insert name of Your 
paper), Addms (OnL red~b 
add ~ seln tax). Pdnt plainly 
Fattem Number, Your Nime, 
Addres~ 
SUPER 'VALUE-E978 NEEDLE- 
CRAFT catalog• 225 "desians 
to choose from, 3 free inside, 
All crafts, Knit, Crochet ...... 75¢ 
FiE~il Gifts 'n' Omamenb..$1.50 
ow Show.Orb .......... $1.50 
Stuff 'n' Puff Quilts ....... $1•2S 
Stitch 'n' Patch Quilb ..... $1.25 
C~0chet with Squares ...... $1.00 
Crm:het aWardrobe ........ $1.00 
WAN11D 
Ambitious boys or girls to do ¢~rrier 
4 year old 3 bedroom Sefeway P-.-'don Llffle " Nifty Fi~ Quilts ........... $1.00 routes. Phone Gloria Clarkson at 638. per month. Some experience in thirties• Phone 635-6829. (p- House t ra i ler . . .  Nice kitchen' ex~ " ' Ripple Crochet ............ $1.00 
7411. (p-12-16). resumeneCessarY'and PleaSereferencesSUbmitto 11.1S) Ilvingroom area ,•  I'aondw :~7~,c~ar Crescent Sew& Knit Book .......... $1.25 
Cub & S~ut Leaders Terrace Herald, care of Box FOR SALE hookupsservlce. 75' fencod lot. i .,. . . . . .  n r yap. ~'y~" Needlepoint Book ......... $1.00 . . . .  , . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . .  FlowerCmhd e~k ....... .00 Good experience and earnings for the 
A meeting for Executive and . 1165, Terrace, B.C., VOG 2M9 Premium constructed ," Furnlshedwith appllances.For .~,.,,, ~h e, 4 w~-kst Hiirpin Croohet Book ...... $1.00 r ight  persons. 
Leaders of all Cubs and Scouts (p.9.14) ~edroom home on the bench, more In~rmatlon ph0ne-635.. " - ' -"  . . . . . .  " "  " In~nt Crochet Book ...... $1.00 
from Terrace KIt lmat and 6916 after]6 p.m. (¢.~,9,i4;19,3): . . . . . . .  Instant Macrame Book....$1.00 , , • • r- • - -' . .' Flnlehed basement with private 
Kltwanga, will be held at the Secretory.treasurer equired mtr'nc~contalnlna 2addltiona . . . . .  , f '~  Indent Money Book ....... $|.00 
Knox United Church at 7:30 by large truck dealership In ~l'r~'~n~s--or- sOif" containing 66 Rec Vehic les  • • . ( _.../ Complete Gift Book ........ $|.00 I&nna  g , ,  1 ,maf ia  II~r,_l~ll["/ . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ' " " !- Com-lete Afghans #14 $1 00 • . .vp~ m~, --v~wmm ~mma'-~m~ P.M. Wednesday Sept. 21,1977. Terrace. Accounting degree or mnwnue suite * • : * '~ '~& • P . . . . . .  
The B.C. Commissioner of equivalent experience. Salary "-~/'ic~:l-to sell at $49,500. 635. One 1967 (17 fo~t) TraveI.AIre .' . . . . .  ~ml l  ' 12 PdzeAfiLtlans#12 ........ 75~ • 
Training will be quest speakee:, inegotlable, Write to Box 1167, ~ Mr aonolntmemt o view. , in good condition~" . . . . . . . . .  Phone 635. . • " ~'~__ I ~Museum-°f 16 ~.i/UBit uook#1#2 ......... 7~75~ ~liaell. Til l~'~anv . . . .  v .imm~n~ in.gumlLIlalF'~l~ 
Anyone Interested excellent care o f  Terrace Herald, ;~tf l  . . . . . . . . . . . .  7851 after 6. p.m. : (p9-18) ~/P~L~,Of l Jm/ ,~ 15" ilLs~ Todd #3 ...... 7" 
oppotunlty to learn what le Terrace, B.C. V6G .2M9 (c. " - " ' "  ; i .' :. . , ,c , ,~,n,o~,~,~,, ,  ~u y ....... 
Involved 110,11,12,13,14) ' For Sale: 3 bedroom modular • ; . ;  '~ ....: Rm,~[a~u~hc~,k~ew~, s, t, B00kof 16 Jiffy RuG ........ 75~ 
The 1st; Terrace Scouts are ~ home• Full basement on 2 acres illllillliillilillillffilillmllillllllliillimllllIli] 
• desperatelYPlease attendln theneedmeeting°f a l ader.and Children after schoo lWanted"  a babysltterln.the area for two ¢14,900.3961 (cSept.Ph°neoct)635"3469 or 679. ;; - ,: Do It Now 
off your help if you can. For of Kill K'shen School.. Phone ~ "~" - " ted  t'-'~o Ren- - - -~  I I l k i  " 
more Information Phone 635. 638.1977afterS:00p.m. tp-14-15) ~.  ,a , , ,= ,  ,,, . . . . .  • ,,J 
• " "  : '  " . . . .  A lumi  .,, ,-" 2 " ' d k 766. 1p-12-141  ~ Small one bedroom suite, close • ;:: .... * - , n 33' FOI" Sale - Misc.  l o  town wanted by a young The Terrace urancn or me ' ' . . . .  I ~ :~.". :.;.iii!.i."-..i..~.:" i:i: . i~"". '- :.i .' " , ' .  . "- [ ]  L: i . .  ' 
' ' , . . . . . . .  I . ' '  ~~ . . . . . . . . .  -~ . . . . . .  • r " P lanned.  P ,  renth .ood  Fo'rSale: Gold nuggetsati0c, ~J;?vl:t;ern~r:YceO~efle'rr:;7~'ut -- " " " " : '  '~'" " " . . . .  '""~ ~ . . . . .  " " " '  ' ' :  • '  ' " : " '  " '  ' • • ,...;,...,,:,th...:.. . . . .  , , , ,  ..... , I  • . . . . . . .  A= . • 
/~.ssoclal'lon . . . . . . .  nee resumed it s ~a;,. ,m;" :  "^-ram.--'- o'dr =r . . . .  ~ .w. "  ~""  not" necessary, t'none . . . . . .  r~lnay 81' : . .'i ..~:: ~. ~':::!.:~'' : ";. ' :  :: ' . . : .  . . . . :  : ' : ' []  ' :.' . : :  : 
secona year aT WOrK in Tne .ders  " h efu, or C ;O .D .  •Complete ,.I~e.12so,(P.14.15.16) • ;. .... .: : ;   neevs 
community, we are op "setlsf.~ctlon or money refunded . . . .  • . i"". .;...,:..;..:..:..:'/:::;..:.,,i.!;.,:'.:.~:-,;~:,..,~:,:,.",,,;;.: , ~: ,...i;.:i! " ~ '~," i  ";'~i ''I' "-/i'..::...;.,.:.',.. ' " ". . ,  : ; "  " 
that there w I be many new DAILY HERALD • w" " e an IntereSt In  wm:W.iLl irkln,.CanyonVlewl'  One bedroom furnished house 
. , •  , :":",":',,,, ..' ' 35" x 36" . ,3 ,15 ' " |  people nosher la i " P la~rM|ne,  R'ock Creek,;O.C;,':•or apt for young couple. Im. : ' '~:'i :,;; . , :' : :. ":. ' ' :  : " ' the week of the Assoc ton by' :C . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  " : . . . . .  ' ""i! ' ' " '." (~  " "'..".::.:~..'.' ! " . i " . '  ' '. • ' i.. . ' ". " ' ' " 
. . . . . . . . . .  s (.7-21) ' :. ' , . . . ' ' .  mediate occupancy. Ask for : . "  ' ~ :~: .  r ~ ' '  ~' .~. , ; . . .~  :' ~" ' ; ' , ' :  ' : . . ~ .  ,~,: ; ,  . '  . t~: :  " ' ~ . ' 
attenaing 1'he film s, le~.ure . ; .  - -  ' . " ; '  .."MRS. tessler, at the Kalum i'..': ;':,':":i', i 12:sheeb onb .  
and dScusson groups piannod 2362 X ;;i THE DALLY HERALD 1'ne_ ne°_r Tu..rure' . ' .. ;". antique, .open to offers Phone " . --- i~ . i  i~ . ,  ::i ~i' , .  , :  ..:: ,,!:~ ' ,., , ." . . o . r  n.orm-- .... . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  : : . .  ! • • ': ~ ;2~ [C'l • - I , " " , . " : ) / . . /4u IomoDIOS . : 
the future programs you ,can,::,, ,: ~.,. " ' . . ,  . . . . .  ' ! " : " " " ' ~  • : I]llR n/t:' : ' : ; ' : ' , :  
B : . .--'~..:~"~]~;':r:" ;.,.~w..:.:...;.~';:. '.  . ..': .: :"' . :" i!.. "3312 Kalum St, Terraoe attend a meet ng of the Terrace - . .  " . .:..";iM0st:'ee'li;":] iln~tis frldg'~':and:.1.:':.'.!1973 Blazer 4x4 4.speed, 
4 
aranch of the .. I~lan .n.e.o..i~. ,~l+~o~;e.stove.40,~ relhge;:.J;E;!':. P.S.P.B. Electric winch, Offers. i 
Parenthood Asseclatlon on"  ...'". . . . .  . . . . . .  .': .... ~ • .'.~ : " . . . . .  Wed-osda,, Se,,~ember'26 rat:':8" ;..,f~eeZOr~4.cu.:q.:, Phon.e: . 5.~9.~.,.....Phone 638-1919. • ',." :. ': ' : . : . ' , : .A 'A . , ' i r - I . ' P : '  ;'.. :' '" i' " .;i~i :.:..~ : i  
- m "~n the ~)~'sement of' the ''~':~fler''6:'00"638"1896' ~.(C:1.4.15-~16-:'.~'i969 VW Bug Automatic, Radio, ' . .  i :.: ' . . ' .~t ' i ' l "~U~l~'  .~.:' ". ":" ..': . :':...:. ' .~' . FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS '~. • ':...'.':17:~8')/ .'.': .... " >".'.'~'" : " /  ..... ;"Offers Phone638.1919 (P-14.15- I • . , .V .V : I~ .W, I I~  ,,,' , ..., ,. : .:, , . , ,.., 
• ,, i ~ '.",:,",:".':::'~",'...'. ? ,~", ":' " " , ' :~  . AUTOVEST LEASE TO OWN Public Library. (p-26) • : ' ...... !.: :~."~." i.'", :- "' ": '.", '.: , '," ' "' ,:". :' :"'" ' 16)'. ' 
• " : :'.i"', ,''i..:' ~'" :'i'," ":': ' i ~'*' '" . : ' .  i .. Before you buy, Investigate the idvlMegee of thl rent.to- 
.~ D I ' i .~ '  1 51  a , ,~  own p~n. All monies paid a~ly  to ~rchese. ~ ,y tie up . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; .'..'.:'".~"; . : ' : " " , . ' " .  " :~ '  ' ": ".1976 Van Vendura H.D.'/~ton, \ " ~ I 
. . . . . . . .  . ::',Room for:rent for single gen .  camperlzed van, stove, frldge, = D I I1  ll;O,  your celhor berrowlng power. 1st end IHt month~ :ent and 
ie r race  ~hlid uevelopmenl a . . . .  .. ' " Ca 're Grand O' nln i':/tlmen In: the bench ere .  With :" sink fully insulated, 350, auto, . • ~ ~ ~ , drive away. 
nt pe g 'p.'.;;.:kltchen 'and l i v ing  roan '. buckets, 7,900 639.1744 after "~' " '  . . . .  
September 24, 1977 2 00 M . . . .  635 . . : i " L '":ifacllltles~' Phone .3971 CTF  6:00. p.m. (P-14) ~ I ~ ~ . m ~ . ~ , . , .  
Please Affend , ~7 
For fqrther Info call the centre',:: ~ ' 1975 GMC Sierra Classic 
at 635.9380 ' 47,  Homes  for  Rent ' Camper Special 4'54 V0 Engine. 
12. Mus ic ,  A r t ,  Danc ing  Dua l  fuel tanks, air con- 
dltlonlng. P.S., Disc brakes, 
IChildren's Singing ClasSeS ' ForrentlnThornhlll.2bedroom radio, heavy duty suspenslon, 
Space Is still available for .duplex. Phone 635.5775 or 635:7.50x16 tires, split rims, New 
beginners 6 to 11 years old. 5874. (p.13,16,17) rear brakes. 
Phone Joan Spencer 635.3382. 1976 Vanguard Camper, 
(p-14.i5-16) 3 bedroom unfurnlshad House 6'x9", Dual propane cyllnders, 
for rent. Close to town & propane frldge and 3.burner 
PRAISE, LIKE MONEY, IS WELCOMED BY schools. Only Interested parties stove. Sleeps 5 Phone 635.4601 
call 635•2153• (P•14.16) (c.9.14) 
THOSE IN NEED. 
• ,E .L0  
• ' . . . . . .  ~. ...... .~ 
• :.' . /.:..-,.. r. . '  . ". ' -', • - 
,: THE DALLY 
CLASSIFIED 
/ • . . 
'635 6357-  - -  " i , I 
I-iniliUnl/Ulliininnlnnigmluillllnlilnllnnlmnlnmnn| 
EXAMPLES 
t t - 
'~  F -~0 '77 Ven '~  : -1~ 
Econollne V~ ton 
• $1N per roD. $127 par roD. Sl19 i~r roD. 
m m m m l  ~ i i i i i i im l lmmlml  - i 
'77 C~pr  '~  Cemero '77 V ~bre 
• 11~ ~r  roD. L SI31 Nr  roD. $117 rer roD. 
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ACROSS 38 The caama 58 Germ 
1 Bivalve 39 Epoch DOWN 
mollusk 40 Tiny - 1 Social 
5 Nervous 42 Slopes organiza- 
twitch 45 Joined in tion 
8 Pierce with m~rriage 2 Italian 
a dagger 49 Bail coin 
12 Actress 50 Start for 3 Dismounted 
Lee . boil or don 4 Golf club 
13 Spanish 52 Sense organ 5 Swift, 
gold 53 Minor violent 
14 European prophet ' streams 
shark 54 Rubber tree 6 Middle of 
15 Popular 55 Grafted Hiram 
author (Her.) 7 Search 
uyL" Add ison  "Aries 56 Wheeler thoroughly 
• 17 Kssam or Lahr 8 Start for 
silkworm 57 Thing, in type or 
~PLE/kG~ ~IVE h~ qo/A (cTc)~R~ " "~ ,S sor~ habitue law scope 
, ..,, t,,J 9,?MerHtld~ TO l .,,,,,,.. \ . . . .  / 20 B~k~per Avg. soluti0n time= 2Z min. 
[ - -  .,.?~ RE~BER ~ #" /A~ ~ 22 Che~eal IH~IpICIHIAIPIPlLI(~TI ,i11~,~ ~l~ t ~ l  I~f ~ • ~ ,~ ~"  " f  L ~. ~.,~., ~"~" ~'~ ~... .~ z ,,,,,-,,~- suffix IEIAIRIAIOINIEIRIOIMIEI 
u~-~4~'~k'e)'~;, - --- ~ fk .  - ) ~=K 23 Female ruff IPIRIOIMIPI'rlEIDIOtGIEIEI 
~ ~" / . t t . . . .~- - - - ,3~(~ 24 Liver paste 
, , • ~ 27 Word with 
de/~k or ~ i i~ieihlT~l 
32 Past 
33 -- for the ~ - r ~  
show ILIEIVI ~ BPlRIOITIEICI'rlSI 
34 Head of the IAIMI I ISIEILIUILI 'r l  1 IOt 




II Actor Orson 
19 Printer's 
measure 












• 31 Famous 
general 
36 Actor Trnex 
37 Held session 
38 Ammonia 
compounds 
41 At home 
42 Thick slice 







Fat Friend Stands To 
Gain More Than Lose 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1977 by.The Chicago Trlbune.N.Y.News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: My girlfriend Betty (fictitious name) was 
so beautiful a few years ago that when she walked down 
the streets heads would turn. She still has a beautiful face, 
but she must have gained about 50 pounds. Maybe 75. 
• Betty has tried Weight Watchers, Tops and Overeaters 
Anonymous but she never stayed with any of them. She's 
also been to doctors who have put her on special diets, 
pills, shots, etc. Nothing worked. 
Yesterday Betty told me she went to a fantastic doctor 
who specializes in weight reduction. 
He charged her $100 to weigh her, take her bkod 
pressure and tell her he couldn't ake her because she 
didn't weigh enougM He said he treats only extremely 
obese people, and she will have to gain at least 15 pounds 
before he can take her. Can you believe this? 
So now Betty is eating up a storm so this doctor will take 
her. What do you make of this? 
• CYNICAL FRIEND 
DEAR FRIEND: I think Betty is a compulsive overeater 
who has found the perfect excuse to continue eating for a. 
while. And I can't believe that a lcgitlmate physidan would 
tell an obese person to gain weight to qualify for a 
weight-reduction program. 
DEAR ABBY: I recently moved near Arlington 
Cemetery. A friend of mine', who lives in another town, 
35 One =.~ 48 Legal asked me to please visit her nephew's grave in Arlington 
stroking . . . .  , u~z/L instrument Cemetery and say a prayer for him. I told her I would be B C 1.., johnny ]k .~-  gently mlswer |oyeslereay s p . 51Puborder andgladto'buthere's the problem: Her nephew died in boy was n ver recovered. 
• "~ '~  ' I I , .~  I I ~ =  ~ !* , . , o ' I I ' °  II My friend tells me that her nephew's grave has.a 
• headstone with his name and the usual information on it. 
~At~__~ ~=~ ~ WOUL~ FI~FEI~ 6I~I',N~ WANNA ~ ; "  tMITA'fi OF: " Abby, can a headstone be on a grave without a body ~ A  ~ t ~N~p~WT O interred? I think it would be sheer hypocrisy to say a 
Ny'.P ~I"oL~AI~N AF~E ~ ("~A l~C~ c2~N~llCJCT.~R. ~C~N ~-----" ~ =l I ~151 I ~ '~ I I prayer for someone who isn't there. If you think rm 
~ i  ~ - ' ~  ' ~ [ /. - - ~ ,  ~' " -- ~ : I I 22 I'9 I IS 1 .6  I I W.7  " I " I ~2o  i "I I wr°ng'12] visit h]s grave and say a prayer" AFR IEND 
separate seetlon of the cemetery. Visit the nephe~v's grave 
z412s12~ ~27 1281291 1 ~ I~°r I anduyaprayer.  You will be praying for his soui--not his 
I I  ~ II ~ I I ~ 32 ~ 35 34 ,. DEAR ABBY: Will you please straighten out the "John 
Smith Jr." and "John Smith Ir' confusion? "II ~I~'III ~"" I I • My wife wanta to name our son after me, and she insists 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ (~- ~79 I ~ 4 o  Iql I ~ ~  that he will be "John Smith II."I say he will be "John 
Catfish ' ' I know I'm right, but I don't know under what by P~g Boilen ,~ P I I I'" ~ '~ I I "' I ~ I '' s , ,~  Jr." 49 SO St 52 I circumstances a child becomes "the I." 
~,~,~ ~ ~ I ~ I ¢::~_.To_ ~ _~_~.~ l I I I N I I ~ I o .  you help me?' JOHN SMITH 
I I~ ~E~ HAvE,~J //~u~%~.,~,~L~_.~D//L~'THo~. ~ J lather is called "Jr." as long as his father ls ailve. He may 
drop the Jr. after his father a death, or if he prefers, he 
V When a boy is named after his father who IS a "Jr.," he 
is called "3rd." A boy whe is uamed after Ida grandfather, ' ~ uncle or cousin becomes "the 2nd." 
There can only be one "Jr." in the family. And only one 
2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc. 
q~/ SRSE KVF  U I  ; J FR  KK  ZUI  , ~  
~' / " " IZUUJVZ,  E ' ' .... 
o1~rne Yesterday s Cryptoquip--CHIC, PLIABLE C"APEAU Horoscope Hagar tt e Horrible by ] ~  Br  PLEASEDBUSY~I~Y~d~sF.t.=syndic.te. zne. , - - , r l l l C ~ 5 [ } l ~ k , ~  
Today's Croptoqulp due: V equals I FOR WEDNESDAY, $EP I~IBER 24, 1977 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitutbp cipher in which each 
~ letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it What kind of day will SCORPIO ~ 
7 ~  will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
WISI'I and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating the stars ay, read the forecast You can afford to be u bit 
~L~ vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error, given, for your birth Sign. daringanythlngnOW._ toD°lessenS°mething~ d pth-- 
/ WA~ .... ~ f~ ~ ~ ! ~  of any rut In which you may flnd 
L "~ " Marsh  Wor ld !  "~ .o=,.~s ,,,,# (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) t ~  yourself. 
' ventions, new Ideas, new Jupitor, faverable, stimutstes 
nmthods and mea/m of ap your skills and talents. You 
-,'~. ~ , ' * '~ , , -~ '~"~'~" ' - -~"   ~ mMdng adjustments "should accomplish much. Keep 
. . . . . . . . . .  ' ' , and deall~ in L.aues pertaining the ball rolling, the door to 
,I . :".-'"' ~-mDDEN EST to the future, opportunity open. 1~' 
.. CAPmCORN 
- ,~;p, : .  , ,~ .... ,~, ~ , . ,  ,,. TAURUS ~ (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Doonesbtt by (}a lTy  '",,1',',~ '~~~. . . ,~ i [b~, . ' l~ / l  (APT~ ~1 to May 21) Give careful thought to stratesy that worked in financial affairs -- not only 
Trudeau " ' J ~ ~  " the past if a new one is not business-wise but where your 
*' " '~,,t~,~l~,*~t~t~,,  produclng.The right start and personal budget Is concerned. ¢, " follow through will keep you In speculative matters, go slow. An invaluable hunting !~ of all situations. I . . , . , . o  ooos _ 
/£QT//~ISO/VZ~_J~- '/4~ PJGH17,4NYONB C~O~,..IVO#J, IM,41PJL .Z"~ partner, the retriever's keen sense of smell and ~ AQUARIUS 
I B I i  6~U//~. 7~/5 ~5~, I I I f/ AS~,/~'~T/T I IB I I  OFR~ Z'~:#TH£, I J~ l J  O/-/,R/~.. Y~/.¢~'D I his ability to cover rough terrain are also effective GEMINI H (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
II~Jll ~.~_.mY_~.~_~_TP' I IM~lW~ ,~z~ I I l~ I I  ~P.~/~#rTosr, RT I IB l l l  C4,VZ~R ~ _~___~1 in finding waterfowI nests and capturing flightless (May 22 to 3ane 21) Get together withtho~eLn- 
IJ?~lll /~//K/~/~ANY~ I MPll ~ .  /0~NE-t~f-AB~I I1~1 ~8/N~N0g/H I I I f i l  C/W,, 7//t~eOclP. I waterfowl for research work. Recently these four; Strategy and common sense v0lved in current proJectslf it 
I;l~Jl ~,t/e.. v~ '~?  I ~ [ ~ .¢,a/~.ce! I I l t l  I /¢~J/... I I l l I  I / sr~,/4~//I legged conservationists have been employed in will be the biggest factors in would bring about better un- 
~. ~ ' ~ / helping to control contagious disease outbreaks by risking a successful day. derstanding, further progre=. 
removing dead end dying birds, thereby reducing THINK your way through ob- Your own "answers" could be a 
I sources of infection to healthy birds in the marsh, atades, bit off. ~ ,  
i "'" C C Retrieving dogs perform dual roles in weterfowl CANCER ~ PISC= 
conservation by reducing crippling loss in hunting (Jane ~- to July 23) (Feb. 20 to Mar. 90) 
and aiding in waterfowl management programs. Watch the budget now. Avoid Unexpected altercations 
I • a tendency to overspend on dould mar your day, so be alert 
- ~ nonessentials. Trying to "keep at all times. DO YOUR part to 
up with the Janesas" is net only maintain harmony. 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) ~l[~actl(~ll but futile. YOU BORN TODAY are 
1495PembinaHwy.Winnipog.Man.R3T2E2 204.7'/ LEO J ~  endowed with a fine mind and 
(July 24to Aug. 23) The Amazing Spider man . , , . . . , . . _ . ~  the enduranceandporststence . '. mis~g Ibm, details bidden to required to give youa keen edge 
-- the camml eye, to change ac- in the field of research. In 
science and historical writes 
Lee and John Romlta ~][e it c o m e  e~e~ Which have gone Off you are without par. You also 
~'OES MKR "I~/NG ON A .~ASt//OM 8t.PJY ,#/G/tT NOW... have a great gift for imagery 
/HO~ELING AF~Id/V4dE, VT"... ~ 
~ o ~  I I=ONLYpETEY 
CouLD S~ HJ=R~=/ 
HIS PHOTOS GOT 
L21=~I I I~ . ~ ~ (  
/ "rill5 I~; 17"/ 
THE KINGPIN'S; looking after yourself, 
use your .~d.  
The Canadian movement for personal fitness, 
wGo ~ 
(Aug. 24 to Sept, 23) 
Aspects fairly Iklght, but 
there may be hidden ~nags, 
comlltlous with whlch to reckon 
carefully. No Jumping to con- 
cluMocml Hear others out fully. 
Lm~ ~ ~"~ 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Quite unexpectedly you find 
the solution to a difficult 
problem. Another's casual 
woods could put you on the right 
track. 
and, should you choose writing 
or music as a career, your 
Works will be brilliant and 
impressive. Other fields in 
which you could succeed: 
statesmanship, diplomacy, 
honking and publishing, Traits 
to curb: intolerance and lack of 
leniency toward the faults of 
others. Birthdate of: H. G. 
Wells, historian, author; 
Girolamo Savonarola, Ital. 
reformer; Henry Stimsen, U.S. 
statesman. 
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